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By Jessica Jacobsen

When looking across various industries, representation among minority-owned brands remains low. Although this 
underrepresentation also affects the beverage industry, more companies are making an effort to reduce this gap
through capital investments.

In May, Constellation Brands announced that it had acquired a minority stake in the fast-rising rosé label, La Fête du Rosé ― a 
brand created to cater to diverse drinkers who share common interests across travel, food, experiences and wine. 

The investment was made through Constellation’s venture capital group and La Fête du Rosé is the �rst company to receive 
funding as part of Constellation’s Focus on Minority Founders initiative. Through the initiative, Constellation plans to invest $100 
million in Black, Latinx and minority-owned businesses by 2030, it says.

At the time of the announcement, Donae Burston, founder of La Fête du Rosé, noted the signi�cance of the new partnership.

Striving for a more equitable future

Beverage Beat

“People like to see themselves in anything, and that’s what we're trying to do with La Fête du 
Rosé ― create an exceptional liquid and brand that's focused on reaching a wider audience,” 
Burston said in a statement. “It has taken a lot of hard work to get the brand to where it is today. 
Constellation Brands is the right partner to allow us to scale the brand in a way that stays true to 
its ethos.”

In a statement, Bill Newlands, Constellation’s president and CEO, highlighted the eagerness of 
the company to invest in minority-owned businesses ― particularly La Fête du Rosé.

“We’re thrilled to jumpstart our Focus on Minority Founders initiative with an investment in a 
fantastic consumer-oriented brand and with a dynamic and proven industry leader behind it in 
Donae Burston,” Newlands said. “Minority-owned businesses are underrepresented in our 
industry and there is a real need to make it more equitable for those businesses to receive 
access to capital.

SIP & LEARN PODCAST 

“This initiative enables us to play a role in creating greater equity within our industry and provides an opportunity for us to work 
with bold leaders and brands with unique value propositions that align with our premiumization strategy,” Newlands continued. 
“La Fête du Rosé is certainly that, as Donae has taken a consumer-�rst approach to building a distinctive rosé brand that 
authentically re�ects today’s multicultural consumer values.”

In a recent Sip & Learn podcast episode with Beverage Industry, Burston also notes La Fête du Rosé’s rapid growth in a 
competitive market as well as its inclusivity focus across multicultural consumers and genders have made the French wine an 
ideal investment for Constellation.

Fawn Weaver, Uncle Nearest founder and CEO, and founder of the Uncle 
Nearest Venture Fund. (Image courtesy of Uncle Nearest Inc.)

Also recognizing the importance of furthering representation 
among minority-owned beverage brands, Uncle Nearest 
Premium Whiskey, a brand of Uncle Nearest Inc., announced 
the formation of the Uncle Nearest Venture Fund. The $50 
million fund was created speci�cally to invest in rapidly 
growing, minority-founded and owned spirit brands. 

According to Fawn Weaver, Uncle Nearest founder and CEO, 
it's by design that the timing of the announcement came on 
the 100th anniversary of the destruction of Black Wall Street, 
which decimated hundreds of homes and businesses in the 
predominantly Black Greenwood neighborhood of Tulsa, Okla., 
in 1921.

“On June 1, 1921, an entire community of wealthy and 
successful African Americans was wiped out in a matter of 
hours. We are talking about 35 square blocks known as Black 
Wall Street,” Weaver said in a statement. “As an African 
American, learning about that history broke my heart because 
we, as a people, were really onto something in Tulsa, Okla. We 
were lifting one another up and creating wealth within our own 
community, and then showing others how to do it for 
themselves. We cannot go back and undo the past, but I do 
believe we have full power over our future, and that recreating 
a Black Wall Street of sorts within the spirits industry is a great 
place to start.”

For the initial investments from the Uncle Nearest Venture Fund, the foundation announced its �rst two recipients: London-based 
Equiano, an Afro-Caribbean rum founded by Ian Burrell and Aaisha Dadral; and Jack From Brooklyn Inc., a Black-owned distillery 
based in Brooklyn, N.Y., that makes Sorel Liqueur, a bright red liqueur made with Caribbean hibiscus that can be consumed neat 
or in cocktails.

Each will receive initial funding of $2 million, respectively.

“Most people don't know how expensive it is to create and grow a premium spirit brand in America," said Jack From Brooklyn Inc. 
Founder Jackie Summers, in a statement. “I wasn't willing to compromise on the quality, and I did everything I could to raise the 
money to keep Sorel alive, including pitching the brand to the CEOs of some of the most well-known spirit conglomerates. Every 
single one turned me down. Many do not know this, but I went homeless for about 18 months as I pounded the pavement to 
continue growing my business. I never gave up because I knew it was special and that one day, someone would be willing to 
invest in it and in me. The moment the Uncle Nearest Venture Fund agreed to do so, we were ready — we'd only been waiting on 
capital.”

Through the investment from the Uncle Nearest Venture Fund, Sorel Liqueur will return to market this summer as an exclusive 
offering via ReserveBar.com and its Spirited Change Initiative.

Although ongoing efforts need to be made to promote a more equitable beverage market, leaders in the space are doing just 
that. BI
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Industry Issues
Anheuser-Busch celebrates early achievement of 2025 
renewable electricity sustainability goal

San Diego-based Spa Girl 
Cocktails Inc., the better-for-you 
premium vodka cocktail 
company announced the 
closing of an oversubscribed $5 
million Series A �nancing round. 
“Spa Girl Cocktails launched in 
California in 2019, Colorado in 
2020, and now we're launching 
in Nevada in 2021. I have to 
admit, as a full-time resident of 
Nevada, I couldn't possibly be 
more excited for Spa Girl to 
become the life of the whole 
damn party from Las Vegas to 
Reno to Tahoe,” said Founder 
Karen Haines in a statement. 
Next on the list of geographic 
expansion is Nashville, Tenn., 
the company says.

Fine wine importer Wilson 
Daniels, New York, announced 
the addition of Quinta da Côrte 
to its national portfolio, marking 
its �rst venture into Portugal. 
Situated in the heart of the 
Douro Valley in Cima Corgo, the 
19th century estate 
encompasses the core values of 
Wilson Daniels ― a family 
owned producer of historical 
signi�cance crafting terroir-
driven wines. Wilson Daniels 
launched the full range of dry 
red wines and ports from the 
Quinta in May, including 
Princesa 2018, the �agship 
Quinta da Côrte 2016, Porto 
Vintage 2015, Porto Late Bottled 
Vintage 2015, Porto Tawny 10 
Years and Porto Tawny 20 
Years.

   In The News
Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis, announced that its entire portfolio of domestic beer and seltzer 
brands now are brewed with 100% renewable electricity from solar and wind power.

The Anheuser-Busch Solar Farm, the brewer’s 222MWac solar project in Texas, o�cially comes 
online this month, marking the early achievement of Anheuser-Busch’s Sustainability Goal to 
source 100% of its purchased electricity from renewables by 2025.

“At Anheuser-Busch, we dream big in everything we do, including our commitment to creating a 
more sustainable future for our partners, our consumers, and our communities,” said Michel 
Doukeris, CEO of Anheuser-Busch, in a statement. “Achieving this ambitious sustainability goal 
four years early means that each time someone reaches for an Anheuser-Busch product, they 
are choosing one that contributes to a more sustainable future.”

The Anheuser-Busch Solar Farm, located in Pecos County, Texas, was developed in partnership 
with Recurrent Energy, a wholly owned subsidiary of Canadian Solar Inc., and is the largest solar 
project for the beverage industry in the United States, the companies say. Construction took 
nearly two years and created approximately 500 full-time jobs during the peak of construction. 
The brewer’s reach and resources, combined with its commitment to making a positive impact 
on the planet, led to its decision to bring new renewable electricity capacity to the grid through 
this project.

“The growth of solar is now driven by the sheer competitive pricing compared to other 
generation sources. It’s exciting to see companies like our valued customer, Anheuser-Busch, 
procuring low-cost, clean solar power to support their load on a national level with 100% 
renewable electricity,” said Michael Arndt, president and general manager of Recurrent Energy. 
“We are so pleased to help Anheuser-Busch meet their sustainability goals well ahead of their 
targeted timeline by developing and constructing the 222 MWac Anheuser-Busch Solar Farm in 
West Texas.”

In celebration of meeting this milestone four years ahead of schedule, on World Environment 
Day (June 5), the company donated $100,000 to the Green Restaurant Association to pay it 
forward and support their vital work of creating environmental sustainability in the restaurant 
industry through certi�cation and educational resources, during a time of crucial rebuilding and 
recovery, it says.

This announcement builds on Anheuser-Busch’s ongoing investments in renewable electricity, 
which includes the Anheuser-Busch Solar Farm and the 152MW Budweiser Wind Farm at 
Thunder Ranch in Oklahoma with Enel Green Power. Through the two projects and more than 10 
additional renewable electricity installations at its �agship breweries, distributorships and craft 
partner breweries across the country, Anheuser-Busch has added nearly 400MW of renewable 
electricity capacity to the grid, the equivalent electricity usage of more U.S households than the 
city of St. Louis. In total, the projects also offset more than 950,000 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide annually, the equivalent of taking 200,000 passenger vehicles off the roads each year. BI

ADVERTISEMENT

Seraf De Smedt named president of Duvel USA
Duvel USA, Boulevard Brewing Co. and Brewery Ommegang 
announced Seraf De Smedt will take over as president of the 
U.S. organization effective immediately. De Smedt has served 
as the chief �nance and administration o�cer for Duvel 
Moortgat since December 2013. With the transition to his new 
role, he will closely work with the U.S.-based leadership team 
while continuing to oversee the global �nance team for Duvel 
Moortgat. John McDonald, founder of Boulevard Brewing Co., 
who stepped in as interim president for Duvel USA late 
January, will return to retirement with this transition. 

   InTheNewsLos Angeles-based Perfect 
Hydration (pH) has secured 
several new distribution 
partners and retail placements. 
Under the new distribution 
footprint, pH rPET bottles and 
aluminum cans will be available 
in every U.S. region and all 50 
states. New distribution partners 
include Canteen, Ajax Turner 
Co., Lipman Brothers LLC and 
Skyland Distributing Co., with 
many others coming on board 
in Q3 and Q4. Perfect Hydration 
has expanded retail availability 
at Stop & Shop, Jewel, 
Albertsons Southwest, Randalls, 
Tom Thumb, Southeastern 
Grocers, Metropolitan Market, 
Twice Daily, Clipper, MAPCO, 
Stop-A-Minit, Citi Stop, Fastop 
Market, Energy Mart and more. 

San Diego-based JuneShine, 
has raised a Series A from a 
number of the leading early-
stage U.S. investors and 
celebrity ambassadors as it 
aims to accelerate its 
nationwide growth. The funding 
round was completed through 
celebrity investors led by 
musical artist Diplo (Thomas 
Wesley Pentz), comedian 
Whitney Cummings, YouTube 
star Cody Ko, U.S. Women's 
National Team's Ashlyn Harris 
and Ali Krieger, Outdoor Voices’ 
founder Ty Haney, and 
Singer/Songwriter Ashe. 
Additional investment from 
existing investors was led by 
Litani Ventures, Peter Rahal and 
Amberstone Ventures.

“Since Boulevard became part of the Duvel Moortgat family of breweries in late 2013, Seraf has 
been an instrumental leader for our company,” McDonald said in a statement. “He has always 
worked closely with our U.S. operations, so having him take over the reins as president gives me 
great con�dence that we are set up for a successful future. Seraf’s leadership style is 
collaborative and thoughtful. Combined with his �nger on the pulse of the company from a 
global perspective, I retire knowing this next chapter for our company will be led exceptionally.”

De Smedt will split his time between Belgium and the United States. The U.S. leadership team 
will oversee daily operations for the U.S. breweries and national sales team. Leading those 
duties are company veterans Bobby Dykstra, executive vice president of sales and marketing; 
Rick DeBar, general manager of Brewery Ommegang; Steven Pauwels, brewmaster of 
Boulevard; Dali Grabar, director of engineering for Boulevard; Julie Weeks, vice president of 
communications and culture; and newcomer Stephanie Walker, director of human resources. 

“The U.S. market has been a great passion of mine since joining Duvel Moortgat,” De Smedt 
said. “I’m excited to have the opportunity to work with my U.S. colleagues more closely. The 
beer and alcoholic beverage industries have never been more complex, which provides all of us 
the task of balancing our innovation and staying true to our heritage beers. I look forward to the 
adventures ahead and want to wholeheartedly thank John for the crucial role he played these 
past months. He leaves big shoes to �ll, so I count on the entire leadership team to do so with 
me.” BI
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Category Focus
Once Upon a Coconut recently launched a line of coconut waters 

made from coconuts that have been directly harvested from trees 
by farmers before they age and drop from the tree, it says. (Image 

courtesy of Once Upon a Coconut)

Coconut reigns in plant waters
Plant water category grows, even as consumer interest wanes

By Sarah Graybill

If you toss a coconut into the ocean, it will rise and fall with the waves, but remain a�oat. Much like the physics of
a coconut, plant waters as a category have seen their fair share of ups and downs the past �ve years while “riding 
the waves” of �uctuating sales and consumer interest. However, coconut water remains one of the most market-
viable plant waters, maintaining a decent market share when compared with other categories. Nevertheless, it 
remains to be seen how coconut water will stack up against newer plant waters gaining traction in the market. 

There are a wide variety of plant waters from which to choose, including tree waters (such as maple and birch), aloe beverages, 
coconut water, artichoke water and cactus water. According to New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), plant 
waters are the fastest-growing segment of the plant-based beverage market. Yet, its performance has not been consistent. 

Rising and falling interest
Kishan Vasani, co-founder and CEO of India-based Spoonshot, notes that, except for a brief spike between 2014 and 2017, 
consumer interest in plant-based waters has been declining. 

“Based on references to the topic in in�uencer and consumer blogs and articles, interest in plant-based waters has registered an 
overall decline of 53% since 2015, but there have been occasional resurgences,” he says. “For instance, since November 2020, 
there has been an uptick in interest by nearly 50% after a decline over the previous two years.”

SIP & LEARN PODCAST 

Spoonshot’s Vasani notes the declining interest in plant-based waters can be attributed to 
supply issues, as the sources of these waters are limited by geography and season.

“Birch water, for example, is produced only toward the end of winter and so is not available the 
whole year round,” Vasani explains. “The same is true of nopal cactus as well. Some of these 
ingredients are also not available in all regions and are therefore dependent on imports, which 
may be affected due to the pandemic.”

Vasani notes these issues can make supply irregular and bump up prices, which can impede 
uptake among consumers at a time when the pandemic has negatively impacted the economic 
situation for many consumers.

Although plant-based waters have weathered declining interest and supply issues, the market still has registered volume growth. 
BMC’s “U.S. Plant Based Water Beverage Market” report states that the plant-based water beverage market saw volume sales 
reach 57.1 million gallons in 2020. This is up from the 40.5 million gallons in 2015, amounting to a compound annual growth 
(CAGR) rate of 7.1% for the 2015-2020 timeframe. Coconut water accounts for the largest share of this volume at 77%; however, 
this is down from its 81.7% market share in 2015. Meanwhile, plant waters increased its market share from 18.3% in 2015 to 
23%, according to BMC.

BMC’s report notes that OKF and Viloe, both aloe water brands, were among the Top 5 plant-based waters in 2020. In the report, 
plant-based waters overall had amassed $581.7 million in wholesale dollar sales for 2020, a 2.6% increase over 2019.

Key players and shifts
All Market Inc.’s Vita Coco remains the dominate player in the space but has not seen many brands challenge its status, 
according to BMC. BMC notes the coconut water category has tilted back toward commodity status, with shelves growing 
clogged with retailers’ private-label offerings and value-oriented steel-can brands. Despite this, Vita Coco stayed the course for 
innovation, diversifying beyond coconut water. 

Some attempted entries into the coconut water category have included PowerCoco, which combined coconut water with sports 
drink ingredients, as well as CocoCafe, which melded coconut water and espresso, both of which have since been discontinued. 
CocoLibre offered a sparkling take on coconut water, but struggled to gain a following, the report notes. 

The Cactus Water Co. LLC released 
¡CACTUS! Organic Cactus Water in 
Papaya, Lime and Watermelon 
varieties. (Image courtesy of The 
Cactus Water Co. LLC)

Also noting the decline of plant waters, Caleb Bryant, associate director of food and drink at 
Chicago-based Mintel, suggests that the popularity of coconut water appears to have stagnated 
or even declined.

“This was evidenced by Coca-Cola’s announcement to discontinue ZICO, which was eventually 
sold back to its original owners, PowerPlant Ventures,” Bryant explains. “Furthermore, there 
have been few noteworthy new coconut water product launches in the last 12 months. Contrast 
the performance of coconut water to functional waters and plant-based milks, both of which are 
categories with strong market growth.”

In 2020, The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, announced its plans to discontinue the ZICO brand. 
However, in January, the announcement of its sale to PowerPlant Ventures reintroduced the 
brand to the market.

“We are incredibly proud of the results we achieved growing ZICO when it was a part of the 
Coca-Cola family of brands and wish PowerPlant Ventures continued success as they take the 
ZICO brand on a new journey,” said Manolo Arroyo, global chief marketing o�cer of The Coca-
Cola Co., in a statement.

The new company, named ZICO Rising, Long Beach, Calif., will be a homecoming for ZICO under the PowerPlant Ventures 
portfolio, as well as a new beginning for the beverage brand. Powerplant has enlisted industry veterans Thomas Hicks and Alan 
George to lead the brand as CEO and chief �nancial o�cer, respectively. Hicks and George have long-standing, impressive track 
records, with the pair having worked together to advance both Naked Juice and Monster Energy’s Natural Division.

“I respect the decision of Coca-Cola to focus on other elements of their beverage business,” ZICO Founder Mark Rampolla said. “I 
still have a lot of love for ZICO, and I know consumers do too. We are thrilled to acquire the company and thankful for the support 
from Coca-Cola.”

Emerging plant waters
Demographic-wise, coconut water has not expanded far past its base of younger health-conscious consumers, possibly due to 
coconut water’s polarizing �avor pro�le and high price relative to other hydrating beverages such as bottled water and sports 
drinks, Mintel’s Bryant says. However, cactus water brand Caliwater is a brand to keep an eye on, he says. 

“While not new, as [Caliwater’s cactus water] was originally launched in 2014, Caliwater recently relaunched with new packaging 
and a new formulation. The product is said to provide hydration, refreshment, contain antioxidants, and have less sugar and 
fewer calories than coconut water,” he says. “The novelty factor of cactus water may spark consumers’ interest. Caliwater is 
partially owned by actress Vanessa Hudgens who has amassed nearly 41 million Instagram followers. Hudgens promotes the 
brand, thus exposing Caliwater to millions of potential consumers.”  

PowerPlant Ventures acquired the 
ZICO coconut water brand from The 
Coca-Cola Co. PowerPlant Ventures, a 
growth equity investor, was co-
founded and led by Mark Rampolla 
who created ZICO, which he founded 
in 2004 and sold to The Coca-Cola Co. 
in 2013. (Image courtesy of ZICO)

Unlike plant-based waters, functional and enhanced waters are growing because they are not 
dependent on seasonality or geography. Spoonshot’s Vasani notes that the competition 
between functional waters and plant waters has contributed to �uctuations in interest in plant 
waters.

“Functional waters are still a relatively small category, but have been gaining some ground,” 
Vasani says. “Consumer interest in the category grew by 431% over the last year, though from a 
small base. Business interest grew by 293% over the same period, but there has been a cyclical 
trend since 2016.

“[Functional/enhanced] waters are more easily available and provide not just a hydration 
alternative to plain water, but also a range of functional bene�ts tailored for different 
requirements,” he continues. “These bene�ts include vitamin/mineral-forti�ed water, electrolyte 
water, alkaline water, relaxation water and so on.” 

To build up the plant water category, Vasani points out that plant waters could be incorporated 
into other drinks or other formats, such as dry drink mixes/powders. Plant waters also could see 
more success as limited-edition seasonal beverages or as ingredients in other drink formats.

Coconut holds steady
Despite ups and downs within the plant water category, Vasani notes that coconut water 
continues to be popular among consumers. Between 2019 and 2020, social media 
conversations on coconut water increased by 135%, according to Spoonshot’s analysis.

“Coconut water continues to be popular for its health and hydration bene�ts. Plus it is high in various minerals and electrolytes, 
making it a good post-workout drink,” Vasani says. “Coconut water is also becoming a popular ingredient in various ready-to-drink 
options, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic.”

Founded by Yair Tygiel and Luke McKenna, CoCo & Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., with a mantra of “We Believe in the Social Power of 
Coconut,” launched a portfolio of spiked sparkling coconut waters and fruit juices in May. 

Aloe water also experienced a modest increase of 12% in conversations from 2019 to 2020. 

On the �ipside, maple water and birch water declined by 48% and 40%, respectively, between 2019 and 2020, Spoonshot market 
intelligence points out.

Plant waters �owing
With waning interest in plant waters overall, Spoonshot says coconut water remains the only major player in the category, and 
even that is struggling due to supply chain issues, as the bulk of coconuts are grown in Asia. 

“The coconut industry is also rife with ethical and sustainability issues, and this has even seen retailers like Costco stop buying 
coconut products over allegations over the use of forced monkey labor to harvest coconuts,” Spoonshot’s Visani says. “For the 
category to see success in the long term, these issues need to be sorted out as consumers become more concerned over where 
and how their food is being sourced.” 

Despite the ebb and �ow of the category, experts note ongoing growth still remains likely. 

According to a June article by New York-based MarketWatch, the worldwide plant-based waters market is projected to grow at a 
CAGR of 19% between 2019 and 2025, crossing the $1.2 billion mark by 2025. The article notes that consumers can look forward 
to continued innovation in the category and new product entries to keep things interesting in the realm of plant waters. BI
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Cover Story

Oliver Winery Co-founder Bill Oliver and CEO Julie 
Adams pose with a selection of their approachable 

wines that are winning with consumers. Now the 
29th largest winery in the United States, Oliver 

Winery anticipates selling 900,000 cases of wine in 
2021. (Photo by Tod Martens)

Sweet Success
Oliver Winery’s one-of-a-kind wines win with consumers

By Barbara Harfmann

Released in the summer of 1978, the blockbuster musical “Grease,” ends at a school carnival with Danny Zuko 
(John Travolta), Sandy Olson (Olivia Newton-John) the T-birds and Pink Ladies lamenting that despite graduation, 
they “Go together” like “Chang chang changitty chang sha-bop, That's the way it should be Wah-oooh, yeah! We're 
one-of-a-kind Like dip da-dip da-dip doo-wop da doo-bee doo.” With around 100,000 visitors annually, particularly 
on busy summer and fall weekends, Oliver Winery prides itself on being a “one-of-a-kind” Midwest tourist
destination that brings people together for world-class, affordable wines, meat and cheese charcuterie boards, a 
stroll around its 5,000-plus �ower-laden gardens or a picnic by the lake.

Ranked by Travel + Leisure magazine as one of the Top 25 wineries to visit in the United States, Bloomington, Ind.-based Oliver 
Winery & Vineyards, the largest winery in Indiana, produces more than 40 varietals of wine for every taste and palate — like semi-
dry, dry whites, dry reds, dessert and sparkling wines as well as its popular fruit-forward, semi-sweet wines like Cherry Moscato, 
Blueberry Moscato and more.   

The winery offers six wine collections: Vine Series Moscatos, Soft Wine Collection, Camelot Mead, Flight Series varietal wines, 
Pilot Project Experimental Wines, and an estate-bottled Creekbend Collection.

ADVERTISEMENT

With the mantra of “wine is for everyone,” Oliver Winery’s 
portfolio stars its �agship, 54-medal award-winning Oliver 
Sweet Red, originally called  “Soft Red Wine” — a name coined 
by the winery in 1983 to describe its less acidic, more rounded, 
sweet red wine. Oliver also makes a wide range of wine styles 
that include an 11.9% ABV Moscato, which blends Muscat 
Canelli and Muscat Alexander grapes with notes of mango and 
peach; a Sweet Rosé made with Catawba grapes; a 2018 
Cabernet Sauvignon aged 15 months in French Oak and 
American barrels; a 13.3% ABV Sauvignon Blanc, and a Dry Red 
Blend that combines Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah.

Among Oliver Winery’s claim to fame is its Oliver Sweet Red 
(formerly Soft Red). “Our Soft Red really came about because 
of dumb luck. If we go back to the 1980s and mid-1990s, not a 
lot of players had a big interest in the sweet wine business,” 
notes Bill Oliver, co-founder and board member at his 
namesake Oliver Winery, which was o�cially founded by his 
dad, William Oliver, in 1972. 

Due to celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2022, Oliver Winery, under the 
guidance of Winemaker Bill Dunham, produces more than 40 varietals of wine 
for every taste and palate. (Photo by Tod Martens)

“Then there were a whole bunch of winemakers who began 
exploiting the market once consumers showed an interest in 
sweeter wines. But we were there from the beginning, and 
they’ve been our bread and butter,” he continues. “We knew our 
customers really liked our wines because we got a lot of 
immediate, positive feedback from our tasting room. People 
really liked our classic, ruby-red Concord and we used good 
fruit and did everything to ensure that we had the best quality.”

Thanks to customer feedback and high praise, the winery 
secured distribution in its home state of Indiana,” Oliver says. 
“That was the beginning of huge success in our distribution 
pro�ts, and even our tasting room.”

Today, Oliver Winery’s products are sold in 41 states. In the last 
52-weeks (ending May 31), the Soft Wine Collection (Sweet 
Red, Sweet White, Sweet Rosé, Sweet Red Lime) clocks in at 
280,000 cases sold, and �avored Oliver Moscatos (Cherry, 
Blueberry, Lemon) at nearly 300,000 cases.  

Rooted in hospitality  
Due to celebrate its milestone 50th anniversary in 2022, Oliver Winery & Vineyards, now the 29th largest winery in the United 
States, anticipates selling 900,000 cases of wine in 2021, it says.  Since 2014, it has more than doubled its geographic reach. 
Oliver Wines also can be shipped direct-to-consumer (DTC) to 33 states.

With a second high-speed bottling line set to begin operations in August, the winery expects to increase its capacity from around 
4,700 cases bottled per day (105,110 bottles) to 7,000 cases a shift, or a 49% increase of output.

And even before the advent of the new bottling line, the winery was seeing dollar sales and volume sales exponentially expand. 
Citing data for the total U.S. from New York-based Nielsen for the week ending May 22, the Oliver Winery brand ranking climbed 
49 spots since 2020. The brand now ranks No. 60 in dollar sales, a 32% growth compared with 2020, while volume-wise (units), it 
was ranked No. 49. 

“Even with the pandemic and the temporary shutdown of our tasting room, we sold more than 700,000 cases of wine, a 41% 
increase over 2019 case volumes and a 40% increase over 2019 sales,” says Julie Adams, CEO of Oliver Winery, who joined the 
100-member team in 2009 as a controller. She also served as chief �nancial o�cer and vice president for Administration and 
Wholesale Sales, as president for �ve years, and since this year, as CEO. 

Sidebar
Bringing people together
Oliver Winery & Vineyards is a go-to destination for consumers who love taste-testing wine and learning about wine in a relaxed 
setting.

“Our staff are well trained and they can help anyone who walks through the front door �nd a wine they love,” CEO Julie Adams
says. “We talk to our employees a lot about how special it is to provide people with a product that brings people closer together.

“When I think about going out and having a glass of wine with my friends or husband, I know we’re going to linger around the 
table and have a nice conversation,” Adams continues. “Wine extends that wonderful experience that we’re having together.”

The winery has a shop selling food and wine, and also offers reserved tasting �ights on its covered patio, where each guest 
chooses his/her wine style — from dry, to semi-dry to sweet wines. Knowledgeable staff members guide the table through each
selection. Visitors also can add-on single-serve artisan snacks of olives, meats and cheeses designed to pair with the wine. Each
tasting includes a complimentary stemless tumbler to take home.

For $25 a person plus tax, the winery also offers its popular two-hour picnic experience with a pre-set table for up to four guests.
The picnic package features an assortment of gourmet meat and cheeses, fresh baked bread, homemade garlic spread, 
seasonal and dried fruits, and a souvenir wine tumbler for each guest.

For more information, visit www.oliverywinery.com.

“The winery has always been a place where we all wear many hats. It’s a pretty small team for the amount of wine we produce,” 
Adams says. “We have an incredible team of dedicated folks that have stayed here for �ve, 10, 20 years. We’re all willing to roll 
up our sleeves and contribute however we can contribute.

“…For us, our roots are in hospitality and we started out selling all of our wine out of the front door of the tasting room,” she 
continues. “Hospitality is just part of the ethos around the winery, to have hospitality for everyone … and to make the wine 
approachable.”

The winery does about 10% of its business through its revamped, carefully curated tasting room and adjacent covered patio, 
while 90% of its business is through wholesale, Adams says. She reinforces that the three “Ps” are crucial to the winery’s 
success: people, product and place. 

“We pay a lot of care and attention to our customers, our distribution partners and our people,” she explains. “When we bring 
industry partners here for a tour, it’s very much about the ambiance of this special place. They get to see that we’re not just 
another back of the house winemaking facility. We’ve created something magical.” 

Nestled in Monroe County in the heart of Southern Indiana, Oliver Winery encompasses a picturesque 39-acre hilltop winery 
where each and every bottle of wine is carefully crafted and produced. Located three miles west of the main winery is its grape-
growing operations: the 54-acre Creekbend Vineyard that features row upon row of grapevines that produce six varieties: 
Catawba, Vidal Blanc, Vignoles, Chambourcin and until 2020, the rare hybrid grapes, Cabernet Doré and Crimson Cabernet.

 In the past year, Oliver’s semi-sweet Vine Series Moscatos were up 76% in 
dollar sales, with its 6.6% ABV Cherry and 6.8% ABV Blueberry among the Top 
10 best-selling 750-ml Moscato wines in the U.S., the winery says. (Image 
courtesy of Olivery Winery)

“From these grapes, we currently make 11 wines, including 
Tawny port, traditional Brut sparkling, semi-sweets, an off-dry 
rosé and dry reds,” says Dennis Dunham, vice president of 
operations and director of winemaking for Oliver Winery. “… 
From Creekbend Vineyard, we bring in up to 200 tons of fruit in 
a growing season. This doesn’t capture the full scope of the 
fruit we process in annually.”

Where the vineyard is situated — on limestone bedrock — in the 
Southern Indiana Uplands AVA makes the soil ideally suited for 
growing grapes, Dunham says.

“The hilltop location and stone foundation make for a well-
drained soil that is optimal for vine health,” he explains. “Long, 
warm summers allow us to ripen a broad range of wine grapes 
here in the Indiana Uplands even though we get much more 
rainfall than a region like California. Oliver has had the 
opportunity to experiment with a new generation of wines, 
including hardy varietals and rare hybrids, with the intent to set 
the standard by which these uncommon wines are judged.”

SIP & LEARN PODCAST 

Sourcing the right fruit
Because selecting the right fruit for the winery’s many styles of wine is crucial to great-tasting 
wines, the fruit is sourced from across the United States.

“We make wines from grapes grown in our own Creekbend Vineyard here in Southern Indiana, 
as well as from the Great Lakes, California, Michigan, Oregon and Washington,” Dunham says. 
“Our apples, blueberry juice, cherry juice and blackberries are also carefully sourced. Right now, 
we select our apples and cherries from the Midwest and blueberries and blackberries from 
Oregon. We have a close relationship with all our growers, which allows us to choose the best 
fruit for each wine.”

It’s all about nurturing, rather than interfering with the fruit contained in the winery’s fruit-forward wines such as the Cherry 
Moscato, Blueberry Moscato and its newest offering, Lemon Moscato. The trio of easy-drinking wines are part of the winery’s 
award-winning Vine Series collection that �rst and foremost showcases the fruit and lets it natural characters shine through in 
the wine, Dunham notes. 

“We’ve seen such a phenomenal response to our Vine Series Moscatos and are excited to be one of the �rst to bring these 
unique varieties to market,” Dunham says. “Sweet wines have always been our sweet spot. We’ll keep innovating and producing 
approachable, fruit-forward wines that make wine interesting and delicious.” 

In fact, in the past year, Oliver’s Vine Series Moscatos were up 76% in dollar sales, with Blueberry and Cherry among the Top 10 
best-selling 750-ml Moscato wines in the U.S., the winery says, citing Nielsen data. “Cherry Moscato nearly doubled in volume 
last year.” Dunham says.

Released in 2018, the 6.6% ABV Cherry Moscato features Michigan-grown Montmorency cherries and was born in the winery’s 
experimental Piot Project series, which enables Dunham and the winemaking team to play with a variety of �avors to show off 
the winery’s adventurous side. 

In March 2019, the winery released Blueberry Moscato, a fan favorite that also originated as a Pilot Project. Oliver Blueberry 
Moscato features deep, �avorful blueberry juice brought to life by the Moscato’s tropical character and natural bubbles, the 
company says. The 6.8% ABV Blueberry Moscato blends Muscat Canelli and Muscat Alexander grapes with the juice of ripe 
blueberries and a touch of bubbles for a spritzy �nish. 

The winery continues to up its ante in the sweet wine market 
with the March release of its newest variety: Lemon Moscato. 
Billed as a “lemon shakeup for grown-ups,” the 6.8% ABV wine 
features light and tart lemon extract and retails for $12 for a 
750-ml bottle in stores across the Midwest and via the winery’s 
online shop, with national availability in 2022, the winery says. 

Other small-batch Pilot Project wines available online or in the 
tasting room include the limited-edition Lavender Cucumber 
Chill, a 6.8% ABV wine in a 500-ml bottle that, as its name 
suggests, features botanical extracts that create a light 
lavender taste with cool cucumber notes. 

The winery’s portfolio also includes the 500-ml 8.3% ABV 
Beanblossom Hard Cider in Original and Peach, and Camelot 
Mead, a 10% ABV honey wine that was one of the �rst wines 
produced at the winery more than 40 years ago. It is “an old 
world libation with new world perfection,” the packaging 
states. 

The winery also offers limited-edition, nationwide releases of 
seasonal wines, including Peach Pie in the summer and Apple 
Pie in the fall, which Dunham refers to as “the pumpkin spice of 
wine.” He anticipates brisk sales this year for Apple Pie and 
Peach Pie with case sales of 30,000 and 25,000 cases, 
respectively.

A part of the Oliver team for a decade, Chris Hibbert, vice 
president of wholesale sales, notes that growth for Oliver 
Wines continues to accelerate.

       At A Glance|Oliver
FOUNDED: 1972 by Indiana University law professor 
William Oliver

LOCATION: Bloomington, Ind.

WINERY SIZE: 39-acre hilltop winery and 54-acre 
Creekbend Vineyard

NUMBER OF VISITORS: 100,000 annually, estimated

NUMBER OF WINES/VARIETIES: More than 40, including 
semi-dry, dry whites, dry reds, dessert and sparkling wines 
and semi-sweet, fruit-forward wines like the Cherry 
Moscato, Blueberry Moscato, Blackberry Moscato and 
new Lemon Moscato

GRAPE YIELD: Up to 200 tons of fruit from Creekbend 
Vineyard. Plus fruit via partner-growers in the Great 
Lakes, California, Michigan, Oregon and Washington  

SALES GROWTH: 1996, 20,000 cases sold; 2019, 500,000 
cases sold (15% year-over-year growth); 2020, 700,000 
cases sold (40% YOY growth); 2021, anticipate 900,000 
cases sold

DISTRIBUTION: 41 states and 33 states direct-to-
consumer 

EMPLOYEES: 100

“Growth in the 2010s was solid, and we’re starting off the new decade right, too, getting closer and closer to 1 million cases,” 
Hibbert says. “It’s incredible for our small team. We’ve nearly doubled our production in the last two years. We plan on growing as 
long as the demand exists, and it hasn’t slowed down yet.”

To grow awareness of the brand, Oliver wines is in the second year of its sponsorship of the NFL’s Indianapolis Colts. “Our 
products and wine cocktails made with, for example, our Blueberry Moscato have been well-received in the stadium,” Hibbert 
notes. “We’re hoping for many more success stories as stadiums open up and fans have access to live events again.” 

In the beginning
When Bill Oliver compares present-day winery operations to 50 years ago, he says it’s a surreal experience to see the 
phenomenal growth. 

A go-to destination, Oliver Winery brings people together to enjoy wine and 
good conversation in a picturesque setting. (Image courtesy of Olivery Winery)

“I spent the last year digitizing old photographs, which was an 
interesting trip down memory lane,” he says. “These photos 
went back to the early days of the winery, when there was just 
nothing, and I’m being really generous by saying that. It was a 
really simple start.”  

With hard work, the winery has surpassed Oliver’s 
expectations. Taste-wise, quality-wise and service-wise, Oliver 
says he’ll put his namesake winery up against the best of the 
best. 

“My wife, Kathleen, and I love visiting wineries, and we were up 
in Napa Valley not long ago,” he says. “We tried to take that 
California experience and bring it here. The visitor experience 
here is so much more than opening a bottle of wine. Really 
good wines, attractively packaged, good service, the garden, 
the ambiance, the décor and the tour — it’s all part of making 
the winery a go-to destination for people to visit. When all the 
pieces are working together, it just works.”

Oliver credits his father, who began experimenting with winemaking as a hobby at age 45 while working full-time as a law 
professor at Indiana University, with founding the winery. As a young boy, Bill accompanied his dad as he planted rows of grapes 
in what became the Indiana Uplands AVA — now known as Creekbend Vineyard.

“My dad taught for a long time as he had to continue teaching to pay the winery bills,” Oliver says. “My mom was here more often 
than my dad. I see a lot of wineries that are like that. It’s tough to make the transition from full-time job to full-time winery owner. 
You have to gauge the risk factors.”

At the same time, Oliver Winey o�cially opened its doors in 1972, the senior Oliver played a pivotal role in the 1972 passage of 
the Indiana Small Winery Act, which allowed retail sales of wine in the state. 

“That was a big thing because it allowed direct-to-consumer (DTC) sales out the front door,” Oliver explains. “Most wineries can’t 
just start out distributing 100,000 cases through a distributor. There’s around 11,000 wineries in the U.S., but how many of them 
are successful in the three-tier system? I know it’s not a lot.” 

“…Yet, we’ve been able to prosper through dogged determination and getting better each year, bit by bit. To the point where 
Oliver Winery is a self-su�cient operation,” he adds. “I’m really proud that we did something that has not been done before. 
We’ve gone national while being a winery in the Midwest. Naysayers said we couldn’t do it. We’ve hit the critical mass of success, 
while the doubters are kind of fading away.” 

“We’ve seen such a phenomenal response to our Vine Series Moscatos and are excited to be one 
of the �rst to bring these unique varieties to market. Sweet wines have always been our sweet 
spot. We’ll keep innovating and producing approachable, fruit-forward wines that make wine 
interesting and delicious.”

— Dennis Dunham, vice president of operations and director of winemaking for Oliver Winery

Building momentum for the future
To meet continued demand, Oliver Winery is scaling up to give consumers everywhere a chance to “turn an ordinary day into a 
delicious occasion with its unique tasting wines.” 

At Oliver Winery for 25 years, Dunham, like Adams, has worn many hats. After earning a chemistry degree from Indiana 
University, he made his mark in the tasting room, followed by stints as a cellar assistant, assistant winemaker and winemaker. 

For winemakers to be successful, investment in the right equipment is necessary. “Last year we �nished a new building than now 
contains 22 stainless steel fermentation tanks, with the capacity to hold a total of 50 tanks.” he explains. “And later this summer, 
we’ll have a new bottling line up and running as well. This gives us a lot of momentum.

“Winemaking is my passion,” Dunham concludes. “I believe winemaking is about bringing out the best qualities of delicious fruit. 
That’s why we make our wines in the gentlest way possible, showcasing ingredients by nurturing rather than interfering. It’s a 
true labor of love.” BI
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CSD’s bene�t from familiarity, �avor choices
By Barbara Harfmann

While carbonated soft drinks (CSDs) — a juggernaut
when it comes to dollar sales — had previously lost 
ground to better-for-you (BFY) beverages such as 
bottled water, the $30.5 billion CSD category grew 11.4 
percent in multi-outlets for the 52 weeks ending Jan. 
23, according to data from New York-based Nielsen.
More recent data from Chicago-based Information 
Resources Inc. (IRI) notes that carbonated beverages 
remain a top performer with dollar sales of $32 billion 
and a 9% year-over-year increase in multi-outlets for
the 52 weeks ending May 16.

The CSD category is “riding on the heels of two years of 
category growth … expected to extend into 2021” states 
Chicago-based Mintel’s May 2020 “Carbonated Soft Drinks: 
Incl Impact of COVID-19 – US” report.

In Beverage Industry’s April eMagazine, the report noted that 
the mature, top-heavy category is largely dominated by two 
major players, The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, and PepsiCo, 
Purchase, N.Y., who have been the catalysts for growth largely 
attributed to successful �avors, BFY products and packaging 
innovation.

To whet consumers’ appetites for the taste of the tropics, MTN DEW re-
released its original Baja Blast and Baja Blast Zero Sugar at convenience 
stores, as well as unveiled two new �avors: Baja Flash and Baja Punch. 
(Images courtesy of PepsiCo)

“In the challenging economic times that may lie ahead, while value-focused offerings may seem like an alternative, brands are 
insulated by familiarity, dedication and complex, solid distribution channels. The top-heavy carbonated soft drink category has a 
unique advantage in this equally unique time: deeply rooted connections with not only their most engaged fans, but also with less 
frequent users,” the report states. “Decades of legacy brand building centered not only on refreshment and enjoyment, but also 
community and family, are likely paying off in spades as consumers crave comfort, normalcy and nostalgia.”

Yet, Jacqueline Hiner, lead analyst for New York-based IBISWorld Inc., suggested that products that support health and wellness 
are taking share away from carbonated soft drinks.

“Overall, declines in high-fructose corn syrup and sugar consumption and growth in healthy eating have continued to pressure 
sales according to our research,” Hiner explained in the April eMagazine. “Although there has been some support from 
carbonated waters, as well as a surge in demand during the pandemic, this has not been enough to make up for declines in 
traditional sugary CSDs. 

“… Meanwhile, demand is rising for specialized products or those that are made with less processed ingredients, such as craft 
sodas made with cane sugar or carbonated beverages that lack sweeteners altogether such as Spindrift,” she continued. “CSD 
producers have increasingly released heathier products to appeal to increasingly health-conscious downstream markets.”

Dr Pepper launched Dr Pepper Zero Sugar in Original, Cherry and Cream Soda 
�avors. (Image courtesy of Keurig Dr Pepper)  

Yet, several brands are releasing summer-inspired �avors to 
whet consumers’ appetites for the taste of the tropics. MTN 
DEW, a brand of PepsiCo, re-released its original Baja Blast and 
Baja Blast Zero Sugar at convenience stores, as well as 
unveiled two new �avors: Baja Flash, which delivers the �avor 
with a tropical kick of pineapple and coconut; and Baja Punch 
features a twist of punch with hints of orange, cherry and 
pineapple. 

Additionally, Taco Bell is adding a frozen experience for its 
guests with a new Baja Colada Freeze, a frozen slushy drink 
featuring the unique taste of Baja Blast blended with smooth, 
sweet tropical cream. MTN DEW also is committed to making 
this a summer to remember through its 100 Days of Baja, 
which is offering DEW Nation daily rewards for a full 100 days 
through www.100daysofbaja.com, culminating in a $100,000 
grand-prize giveaway.

When it comes to �avor, beverage companies are striving for more “sizzle and pop” innovation within the CSD category. Earlier 
this year, the Coca-Cola Co. released Coca-Cola with Coffee and Coca-Cola with Coffee Zero Sugar. Infused with Brazilian coffee, 
the full-sugar variety is available in three signature �avors, Dark Blend, Vanilla and Caramel, while the zero-sugar counterpart 
comes in Dark Blend and Vanilla. All the hybrid beverage varieties are shelf-stable and contain 69 mg of caffeine in each 12-
ounce slim can. 

Sugar reduction also is proliferating throughout the CSD category. Dr Pepper, a brand of Keurig Dr Pepper, Plano, Texas, launched 
Dr Pepper Zero Sugar, which celebrates the blend of its signature 23 �avors in a zero-sugar soda. The new variety now is 
available nationwide in Original, Cherry and Cream Soda �avors. Dr Pepper Zero Sugar is available in 20-ounce bottles, 2-liter 
bottles, six-packs of 0.5-liter bottles and 12-packs of 12-ounce cans.

Noting that CSDs are a massive category — the second largest beverage category in the country on a volume basis, Gary 
Hemphill, managing director of research at New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), noted that the category has 
struggled of late because consumers are moving toward healthier refreshment and craving variety.   

2019 CSD Volume Flavored Segments vs. Cola

Cola Heavy Citrus Lemon Lime Pepper Orange/Flavors Root Beer
Others

50.950.950.9

11.311.311.3

10.710.710.7

10.810.810.8

555

3.43.43.4

7.97.97.9

2020 Share of CSD volume regular vs. diet

Regular Diet

72.772.772.7

27.327.327.3

Source: Beverage Marketing Corporation

Although volume sales of CSDs has been sluggish for a few years, CSDs have been further impacted by the pandemic, more so 
than other refreshment beverage categories, Hemphill said in Beverage Industry’s April eMagazine.  

“The category was hit harder than most by the shutdowns of restaurants and other on-premise establishments,” he said. “We’re 
forecasting another decline in carbonated soft drink volume in 2021.”

Yet, Jennifer Mapes-Christ, publisher of food and beverage research for Packaged Facts, Rockville, Md., detailed that shifting 
consumer patterns and interest in at-home cocktail making are bolstering CSD interest. 

“All this home consumption has led to increased desire for novelty, as consumers might have discovered new �avors or be 
otherwise shaken out of their beverage routines at a restaurant or bar,” she explained in the April eMagazine. “This has left 
consumers willing to seek out new �avors and try new beverages, including new carbonated types.” There’s also been more 
consumers using CSDs to make cocktails or mocktails, she adds.  

Noting the growth of the mixer category, on March 1, PepsiCo launched its Neon Zebra line in four non-alcohol �avors: citrus-
�avored Margarita mix, strawberry-lime-�avored Strawberry Daiquiri mix, lime-mint-�avored Mojito mix and a lemon-�avored 
Whiskey Sour mix, the company says.

Although beverage-makers innovate with �avors, the staples hold strong. Cola was the largest sub-segment, ringing up sales of 
$13 billion, an increase of 12.6 percent for the 52 weeks ending Jan. 23, Nielsen data reports. Other top performers were Citrus, 
at $4.6 billion and an 8.7 percent increase; Pepper, which saw a 12.2 percent increase and sales totals of $3.4 billion; Lemon 
Lime with sales of $2.9 billion, a 12.8 percent rise; and Ginger Ale saw sales of $1.4 billion, an increase of 13.2 percent.

To keep the burgeoning CSD category evolving, experts recommend plenty of �avor innovation, varieties and offering healthier 
products, including unsweetened carbonated waters.

“Seasonal and limited-edition �avors appeal to [consumers],” Packaged Facts’ Mapes-Christ said in Beverage Industry’s April 
eMagazine. “Consumers are also looking for a way to get a boost in their day and varieties that blur into the energy drink 
category are a way for consumers to get that from �avors not associated with coffee.” BI
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Juice category sees bump during pandemic
By Jessica Jacobsen

Naked Juice added Rainbow 
Machine, a blend of seven fruits and 
veggies, to its line of juice 
smoothies. (Image courtesy of 
PepsiCo)

Commonly viewed as a breakfast beverage, juice and juice drinks saw their status 
change once the COVID-19 pandemic hit, as consumers sought healthful, immune-
supporting products, leading to a resurgence in juice and juice drinks.

In Chicago-based Mintel’s June 2020 report “Juice and Juice Drink: Incl Impact of COVID-19, 
US,” Madelyn Franz, cross-category research analyst at Mintel, de�nes the nearly $19 billion 
juice and juice drinks market as “sizable but struggling.”

“Juice has been going through an identity crisis of sorts, which has put the category in a tough 
spot,” Franz explained in Beverage Industry’s January eMagazine. “Products tend to toe the line 
between healthy and indulgent without committing to either position, leaving consumers 
confused and disengaged. While it’s been relegated to very speci�c consumption occasions as 
a result, the COVID-19 outbreak has granted brands a chance to break free from the category’s 
downward trajectory.

“Thanks to the pandemic and subsequent recession, consumers’ needs have actually aligned 
with the bene�ts that juice has been offering all along: comfortable, cost-effective, vitamins,” 
she continued. “More than that, it’s created a brief window of opportunity for the category to 
reset, retarget and recover in the longer term.”

Gary Hemphill, managing director of research for New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), agreed that the 
pandemic and more people staying at home have positively impacted the category’s performance.

“After several consecutive years of soft market performance, juices and juices drinks are experiencing modest volume growth in 
2020,” he said in the January eMagazine. “Fruit beverages are one of the few categories that have actually experienced 
improved performance due to the pandemic. More people staying at home have improved the category’s performance.

“Citrus juice, especially orange, is performing well, driven by a jump in take-home sales,” he continued. “Fruit beverages have 
been rejuvenated in 2020, due to improved take-home sales performance driven by the impact of the pandemic.”

According to data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI) the refrigerated juice/drinks category accounted for $7.4 
billion in sales for the 52 weeks ending May 16 in total U.S. multi-outlets. This is an 8.9% increase from the prior year. The 
refrigerated orange juice segment, which represents approximately $3.3 billion of the category, was up 6.5% for the time period. 
Other segments bolstering the refrigerated juice category are lemonades, up 18.2%, and juice and drink smoothies, up 12.5%. 

Adding to the power of the lemonades segment, SUNNYD, a brand of Harvest Hill Beverage Co., released two limited-edition 
�avors: Lemonade and Raspberry Lemonade. Like other SUNNYD �avors, Lemonade and Raspberry Lemonade contain 100 
percent of the daily recommended value of vitamin C and 60 calories in each 8-ounce serving.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Capri Sun $447,684,288 19.5 42.5 2.7

Kool Aid Jammers $291,825,418 7.4 27.7 -1.1

Honest Kids $94,829,892 7.1 9 -0.4

Hi C $69,210,135 23.5 6.6 0.6

Jumex $34,802,793 23.7 3.3 0.3

Category total* $1,052,975,525 11.9 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top aseptic juice drinks (Individual brands)

Meanwhile in the juice and smoothies segment, Naked Juice, a brand of PepsiCo, added Rainbow Machine, a blend of seven 
fruits and veggies, to its line of juice smoothies. Rainbow Machine is a nutrient-rich juice featuring red beets, apples, mangoes, 
bananas, kiwis, blueberries and blackberries. Providing an excellent source of vitamins B, C, E and calcium, Rainbow Machine 
also is a good source of vitamin D and �ber, the company says.

The bottled juice category also fared well for the 52 weeks ending May 16. According to IRI data, bottled juices increased 7.8%, 
totaling nearly $7.8 billion. The cranberry cocktail juice drink segment was among the top performers registering a 16.5% 
increase for a total of $1.2 billion.

Meanwhile, the aseptic juices category was up 9.8%, totaling $1.5 billion. Aseptic juice drinks was the strongest segment posting 
an 11.9% increase and more than $1 billion in sales. 

Experts note that the pandemic has sparked a demand for such ingredients as vitamin C and probiotics to promote immunity and 
digestive health, respectively.

In its December 2019 “Juice in the US” report, Chicago-based Euromonitor International states that unlike other health trends, 
interest in digestive health has consistently grown as evidenced by increased sales of brands that offer added probiotics.

“Good Belly has been a standout brand within nectars and demonstrates the potential for juices which promote gut health,” the 
report states. “Long-declining juice drinks saw growth in value sales in 2019 thanks to the notable performance of the Bai brand.”

WTRMLN WTR released new functional blends in four varieties ― Hydration, 
Recover, Immunity and Antioxidant. The new functional blends are made with 
watermelon juice, which is a source of natural hydration, and new functional 
ingredients, such as superfruit acerola juice, sea salt, turmeric, cayenne, 
hibiscus, ginger juice and tart cherry. (Image courtesy of Caribe Juice Inc.)

The importance of a healthy immune system is top-of-mind for 
most consumers, renewing interest in a familiar functional 
ingredient: vitamin C, states Mintel’s June 2020 Juice and 
Juice Drinks report.

“As a result, demand for orange/citrus juice has skyrocketed, 
driving the category’s unprecedented growth. Industry giants 
(e.g., Tropicana, Minute Maid) and lesser-known brands (e.g., 
Uncle Matt’s Organics, Natalie’s Orchid Island) have both seen 
increased year-over-year sales,” the report states.  
“Consumers’ standing investment in wellness will make 
immunity claims a priority in the longer term. However, brands 
will need to address the pre-pandemic concerns that plagued 
the juice category (e.g., high sugar content, limited functional 
bene�ts) to maintain growth once hype surrounding the virus 
subsides.”

To compete with the growing list of niche better-for-you 
beverages such as still and sparkling waters, and nutritional 
drinks, juice brands will need to deliver on consumers’ 
de�nition of “healthy” in 2021, including the addition of 
premium added-value claims.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Tropicana Pure Premium $1,075,487,140 9.8 32.6 1

Simply Orange $828,209,188 8 25.1 0.4

Private label $652,365,512 7.3 19.8 0.2

Florida's Natural $326,366,766 11.1 9.9 0.4

Minute Maid Premium $166,753,185 -12.5 5.1 -1.1

Category total* $3,298,094,978 6.5 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top refrigerated orange juices (Individual brands)

WTRMLN WTR, a brand of Caribe Juice Inc., released new functional blends that are made with watermelon juice, which is a 
source of natural hydration, and new functional ingredients, such as superfruit acerola juice, sea salt, turmeric, cayenne, hibiscus, 
ginger juice and tart cherry. Available in four varieties ― Hydration, Recover, Immunity and Antioxidant ― the functional 
watermelon blends contain 320 mg of electrolytes, 300 percent of the recommended daily amount of vitamin C and six times 
more potassium than traditional sports drinks, the company says.

Although the juice and juice drinks category is reinventing much of its offerings, experts still remain cautious about its 
performance in the long term.

“We believe once the impact of the pandemic has subsided, sales are likely to be softer and the category may see declines once 
again,” Hemphill said in the January eMagazine. BI
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Bubbling over with growth
By Barbara Harfmann

LaCroix released a trio of new �avors: Beach Plum, Black Razzberry and Guava São Paulo. The zero-calorie, zero-sugar sparkling waters feature natural 
essences to deliver the fruit �avors and are available nationwide. (Image courtesy of National Beverage Corp.)

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic hit, bottled water had widened its gap over carbonated soft drinks as the 
largest beverage category by volume in the United States. Among the trends contributing to its No. 1 go-to status 
are its health and wellness attributes, convenience, and more low-calorie sparkling water varieties than ever 
before.

“Bottled water is continuing on a solid growth trajectory, and has actually experienced accelerated growth in the �rst half of 
2020,” Gary Hemphill, managing director of research for New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), explained in 
Beverage Industry’s October 2020 eMagazine. “It’s positioning as the ultimate health drink continues to resonate with consumers. 
Additionally, the category has been boosted in recent years by [the] growing popularity of sparkling water.

“The pandemic has indeed impacted category performance,” he continued. “The �rst half of 2020 has been a tale of two quarters 
with the �rst quarter bene�ting from stockpiling and the second quarter seeing soft performance due to �rst quarter stockpiling 
and the closure of many on-premise outlets.”

The overall bottled water category generated dollar sales of $19.6 billion, a 7.2% increase in total U.S. multi-outlets and 
convenience stores for the 52 weeks ending May 16, according to data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). In 
the same timeframe, convenience/PET still bottled waters recorded dollar sales of $13.7 billion, a 5% increase. From a smaller 
base, seltzer/sparkling/mineral bottled waters generated a year-over-year (YOY) increase of 18.2% and sales of $4.2 billion, while 
jug/bulk still waters saw sales of $1.7 billion, a 0.8% increase, IRI data reports. 

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Private label $3,581,675,140 7.3 26.1 0.6

Aquafina $1,086,606,601 0.6 7.9 -0.3

Glaceau Smart Water $960,596,415 13.3 7 0.5

Dasani $950,853,078 -9.3 6.9 -1.1

Nestlé Pure Life $734,671,612 1 5.4 -0.2

Category total* $13,716,818,343 5.0 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top convenience/PET still bottled waters (individual brands)

At roughly four times the size of the sparkling water market, still water often overshadows sparkling water. Yet, consumer 
interest in sparkling waters and functional waters are making a splash in the category, noted Caleb Bryant, associate director of 
food and drink reports at Chicago-based Mintel, in the October 2020 eMagazine.

“Functionality continues to be a major trend within the water market. For example, Nestlé recently launched their new line of 
Pure Life+ Enhanced Water. Twenty-�ve percent of all consumers have purchased functional water in the past three months,” 
Bryant said. “… Sparkling water is one of the fastest growing non-alcoholic beverage categories. The sparkling water market 
[compound annual growth rate] (CAGR) from 2015-2019 was 15.8% compared to 5.8% for still water.”

When it comes to healthy hydration, bottled water, �avored still and sparkling waters, and enhanced waters are in high demand 
because of the healthy hydration they provide on the go.

“Beverages have often been given a bad rap as a source of ‘empty calories,’ but there has been lots of innovation recently in 
exciting additions to water,” said Hannah Polk, associate data product manager and registered dietitian at Chicago-based SPINS, 
in Beverage Industry’s February eMagazine. “Flavored sparkling water has seen an increase of 29.8% within SPINS’ Natural 
Enhanced Channel over the past year.”

A 100% naturally alkaline spring water with an alkaline pH of 8.1, Flow Alkaline 
Spring Water released a new variety case at Costco’s nationwide. The variety 
pack features four �avors: Original, Cucumber + Mint, Strawberry + Rose, and 
Peach + Blueberry. (Image courtesy of Flow Alkaline Spring Water)

Shaking up the sparkling water scene are new sparkling water 
releases from LaCroix, a brand of National Beverage Corp., Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. Available in Beach Plum, Black Razzberry and 
Guava São Paulo, the sparkling waters feature natural 
essences to deliver the fruit �avors and contain zero calories, 
zero sweeteners, zero sodium and nothing arti�cial, the 
company says.

As reported in the October 2020 eMagazine, SPINS “Functional 
and Enhanced Beverages” report, noted that many drinking 
waters in today’s market offer additional bene�ts for 
enjoyment such as carbonation and �avor variety as well as 
functional ingredients for wellness. 

“The overall shelf-stable water segment grew 8.2% over the 
past year to $13.5 billion, and enhanced waters outpaced the 
segment’s growth at 12.8%, amounting to $2.2 billion and 
16.3% share of the category,” the report stated. “Refrigerated 
coconuts and plant waters generated year-over-year growth of 
10.1% and dollar volume of $60.7 million.”

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Sparkling Ice $723,535,335 26.9 17.2 1.1

Private label $701,131,421 10.2 16.6 -1.2

La Croix $555,845,899 23.4 13.2 0.5

bubly $358,831,081 16.1 8.5 -0.2

Perrier $296,291,686 1.9 7 -1.1

Category total* $4,218,196,906 18.5 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top seltzer/sparkling/mineral waters (individual brands)

Founded in 2020 by Leon Codner, Liquid Plant-Based Hydration, Tampa Bay, Fla., is formulated with 5% non-GMO watermelon 
juice, 50 mg of plant-based branch chain amino acids, natural sweeteners, natural �avors and six essential vitamins, the 
company says.

The ready-to-drink Liquid Hydration contains no added sugar, is vegan and is “an awesome alternative for health-conscious 
consumers or �tness enthusiast because it offers delicious plant-based hydration to help you stay hydrated throughout the day,” 
Codner said. Liquid Hydration is available in four �avors: Orange Mango, Black Cherry Pomegranate, Strawberry Banana and 
Peach.

Another functional water that contains zero sugar, zero juice, zero calories, zero arti�cial sweeteners and zero GMOs is Flow 
Alkaline Spring Water. The 100% natural alkaline spring water has an alkaline pH of 8.1 and contains naturally occurring essential 
minerals and electrolytes for ultimate hydration. The new Flow variety case is available nationwide at Costco in four �avors; 
Original, Cucumber + Mint, Stawberry + Rose, and Peach + Blueberry.

The future remains bright for the water category, particularly as consumer demand for enhanced waters and sparkling waters 
are strong, assisted by healthy positioning and lots of innovation.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Private label $787,612,786 -0.6 44.8 -0.6

Poland Spring $170,717,025 -2.4 9.7 -0.3

C.G. Roxane Crystal Geyser $146,110,324 2.7 8.3 0.2

Primo $82,395,939 6.4 4.7 0.2

Deer Park $62,043,910 -2.2 3.5 -0.1

Category total* $1,759,441,913 0.8 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top jug/bulk/still waters (individual brands)

For the 32 weeks ending Aug. 8, 2020, the total water category saw U.S. dollar sales of $5.5 billion, a 6.3% YOY increase, New 
York-based Nielsen reported in Beverage Industry’s October 2020 eMagazine. Additionally, drinking water sales captured $3.2 
billion, a 6.3% increase; sparkling water netted $1.9 billion and 22.6% growth, while value-added waters notched $1.3 billion and 
10.6% growth. Seltzer waters also saw double-digit growth of 14.6% and sales of $337 million, while tonic waters, likely the result 
of consumers mixing drinks at home, saw a nearly 36% YOY increase and sales of nearly $144 million.

“Both still and sparkling waters are growing, but sparkling has seen greater growth in recent years due to consumers migrating 
from carbonated soft drinks and some very high-pro�le product launches,” BMC’s Hemphill said in the October 2020 eMagazine. 
“We expect continued growth of both bottled water and enhanced waters. In particular, we believe sparkling water will continue 
its strong growth and we believe innovation will continue to drive growth in enhanced waters.”

Noting that enhanced waters have a relatively long history going back to the introduction of caffeinated waters more than a 
decade ago, Hemphill suggested that innovation in the sub-segment will expand opportunities in the beverage market. He 
concluded: “That said, the level of innovation has accelerated over the last �ve years, which has helped to boost the category. 
Water makes for a great innovation platform.” BI
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Tea’s versatility, healthfulness appeals to the masses
By Barbara Harfmann

In June, Bigelow added to its portfolio of bagged teas featuring 100% of the recommended daily value of vitamin C, giving consumer a simple and delicious way 
to help the body’s defenses. (Image courtesy of Bigelow Tea Co.)

On any given day, more than 159 million Americans are consuming and enjoying refreshing, �avorful, functional
tea. In fact, four in �ve of consumers drink tea, further cementing its status as a go-to beverage for the masses, 
states the Tea Association of the USA, New York. Because of its popularity and healthy attributes, the tea and 
ready-to-drink (RTD) tea category is hitting all the right notes as it offers a multitude of options for every style and 
taste, including bagged, bottled, loose-leaf, hot, iced and cold brew. 

In Beverage Industry’s June eMagazine, New York-based Nielsen reported $70 billion in tea sales for the 52 weeks ending April 
17, an 11.3% year-over-year increase. Among the sub-segments, liquid tea notched $3.4 billion in dollar sales (11.1% growth); 
RTD tea saw sales of $142 million (of which chai tea and iced tea were top sellers with $49 million and $42 million, respectively); 
and kombucha, $597 million (5.5% growth). 

Within the $1.5 billion packaged tea segment that experienced 7.9% growth, black teas were No. 1 with $639 million in dollar 
sales and a 2.8% increase, Nielsen data reported. Other top-grossing packaged teas were herbal teas at $593 million (up 15.3%); 
green teas at $240 million (up 7.2%); and red teas at $31 million (up 16%). There’s also several ways to enjoy a good cup of tea, 
as teas are packaged in six formats: concentrates, loose-leaf, pods, powdered, pyramid or tea bags. 

In multi-outlets and convenience stores, the RTD tea/coffee category grew 10.2% for the 52 weeks ending May 16, according to 
data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). This equates to $7.5 billion in sales.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Lipton Pure Leaf $900,930,147 13.2 21.4 1.2

AriZona $597,343,849 2.5 14.2 -0.4

Gold Peak $466,372,794 8 11.1 0.2

Lipton &336;375,751,482 16.4 8.9 0.9

Lipton Brisk $356,904,264 -0.8 8.5 -0.5

Category total* $4,194,853,542 5.8 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top canned and bottled teas (individual brands)

Canned and bottled teas, the largest subcategory, generated year-over-year dollar sales of $4.1 billion, representing a 5.8% 
increase, IRI reports. Other subcategories with strong growth were refrigerated teas with sales of $1.8 billion (up 7.2%) and tea 
bags/loose-leaf teas saw sales of $1.3 billion (up 3.7%). 

From a much smaller base, kombucha post-fermented teas didn’t fare as well with a 25.8% deceleration (sales of $33 million), 
while single-cup tea posted sales of nearly $77 million, a 7.7% decline. However, some brands continued to shine bright, including 
Better Booch with triple-digit growth of 183.3% (sales just north of $1 billion) and Celestial Seasonings, which posted growth of 
63.3% and sales of $5 million.

Although black tea remains the No. 1 tea varietal, with about 85% of U.S. imports in 2019, green tea is surging in popularity 
because of its “good for the body and mind” health halo. Green teas are the least oxidized when processed, contain less caffeine, 
have the most �avonoids — plant-based antioxidants — which could improve fat burning, brain function and help prevent type 2 
diabetes and cardiovascular disease, experts noted in the June eMagazine.

Roger Dilworth, senior analyst at New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), suggested that matcha could 
continue to grow, but likely will not evolve beyond a niche segment. “There could be a mild upturn in tea due to yerba mate,” he 
noted.

Available in three organic �avors, Honest Yerba Mate is rolling out into select 
grocery retails nationwide including Publix, Fresh Direct, Hannaford and 
Dave’s. (Image courtesy of The Coca-Cola Co.)  

Indigenous to South America, yerba mate is derived from the 
naturally caffeinated leaves of the holly tree, Ilex 
paraguariensis. Looking to capitalize on the use of its USDA 
certi�ed organic yerba mate and Fair Trade Certi�ed 
ingredients sourced from Brazil, Honest Tea, a brand of The 
Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, launched Honest Yerba Mate in three 
organic �avors: Strawberry Pomegranate Matcha, Peach 
Mango Green Tea and Lemon Ginger Black Tea.

Each 15.5-ounce slim can contains real brewed yerba mate, 
which provides the same amount of caffeine as an 8-ounce 
cup of coffee, 13 grams of sugar, 1% juice and 60 calories. 
Honest Yerba Mate is available at select grocery retailers 
nationwide including Publix, Fresh Direct, Hannaford, Dave’s 
and Whole Foods Market. 

In addition to RTD teas brewed with yerba mate, other tea 
styles include herbal, fruit, white, chai, oolong, rooibos and 
kombucha, along with hard tea varietals. According to “The 
Tea Enthusiast’s Handbook: A Guide to the World’s Best Teas,” 
there are more than 20,000 different teas in the world.

In fact, tea is the second most preferred beverage in the world after water and is found in more than 80% of households, noted 
Kritika Mamtani, senior research analyst for chemical, materials and food at Global Market Insights, Selbyville, Del., in Beverage 
Industry’s June eMagazine.

“Rising consumer awareness regarding the health bene�ts of tea along with the availability of variety of �avors has increased the 
sales of hot tea more than 15% in the past �ve years,” she said. Between 2017 and 2019, wholesale tea sales in the United 
States generated incremental growth of $12.5 billion, $12.66 billion and $12.67 billion, respectively, she added.

The pandemic and the shuttering of cafés and restaurants, however, has impacted on-premise tea sales. “The consumption of 
foodservice tea in the U.S. has experienced a downfall of approximately 40% in 2020,” Mamtani explained. 

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Private label $274,679,664 1.6 15.1 -0.8

Gold Peak $248,476,605 10.8 13.7 0.4

Milos $248,820,603 26.7 13.7 2.1

Red Diamond $129,902,920 -2.4 7.1 -0.7

Turkey Hill $124,013,638 3.4 6.8 -0.3

Category total* $1,822,029,083 3.7 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top refrigerated teas (individual brands)

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Bigelow $227,393,797 9.1 16.5 0.8

Lipton $208,794,797 -8.4 15.5 -2

Twinnings of London $104,450,559 2.9 7.6 -0.1

Celestial Seasonings $103,300,072 7.5 7.6 0.3

Private label $99,799,345 -5.8 7.2 0.7

Category total* $441,378,576,390 3.7 100

Top loose-leaf and bagged teas (individual brands)

“The United States faced the largest drop in tea consumption of any Euromonitor-researched market in 2020,” Matthew Barry of 
Chicago-based Euromonitor International wrote in a July 15, 2020, blog post. “Sales of bagged and loose tea are expected to fall 
13% and ready-to-drink (RTD) formats are projected to fall 11%. This is a sharp reversal of the recent past, in which tea growth 
was modest but consistently positive.”

Yet, there’s no shortage of new product development in the �avorful, functional tea market. Designed for consumers who crave 
iced tea, Lipton, through the Pepsi Lipton Partnership with PepsiCo and Unilever, introduced caffeine-free, RTD Lipton Herbal 
Teas in Strawberry & Mint and Orange Blossom �avors. The 16.9-ounce bottles are packaged in 12-packs and are available at 
major retailers including Walmart, Target, Publix, Food Lion, Giant Eagle and Meijer for a suggested retail price of $5.99. 

In June, Bigelow Tea, Fair�eld, Conn., added two new Bigelow plus Vitamin C bagged teas to its portfolio. Available in 18-count 
multipacks: Bigelow Green Tea with Elderberry Plus Vitamin C, is a smooth green tea with a slightly tart berry �avor and a smoky 
�nish, and Bigelow Lemon Echinacea Black Tea Plus Vitamin C, is a robust black tea with tart lemon and earthy Echinacea.

In the June eMagazine, Global Market Insights’ Mamtani suggested tea manufacturers focus on developing innovative tea 
products to attract new and existing consumers in the market. “The demand for tea is driven by major factors such as 
convenience, variety, easy availability, health bene�ts, and introduction of unique �avored and high-end specialty tea,” she 
explained. “Tea manufacturers should consider the above-mentioned factors to maintain sales and attract customers in the 
market over the forecast period.” BI
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Hot, cold, functional: coffee category growing steadily
By Sarah Graybill

In May, Earth & Star introduced functional RTD lattes enhanced with lion’s mane, cordyceps, reishi and chaga, along with its black coffee, all containing 2,000 
mg of functional mushroom extract, it says. (Image courtesy of Earth & Star)

In 2020, as the U.S. coffee market adjusted to an increased work-from-home culture and reduction of foodservice 
selections, coffee products experienced an uptick in purchases for use at home. As of May 16, the category is a
$10.8 billion dollar category according to data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI), with most 
subcategories experiencing growth in the 52-week time period. 

Data from 2020 showed that the growth of the caffeine-inducing beverage category largely was being driven by single-serve, 
convenient segments: ready-to-drink (RTD) and single-cup coffee. However, ground coffee remained ahead of RTD when it came 
to sales.

As Beverage Industry reported in last year’s State of the Industry, refrigerated RTD coffee alone had amassed $487 million in 
sales in total U.S. multi-outlets and convenience stores for the 52 weeks ending May 17, 2020, according to data from Chicago-
based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). This was a nearly 20% increase compared with the year prior.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Private label $1,068,017,543 2 22 -1

Starbucks $876,881,306 14.5 18 1.2

Keurig Green Mountain $546,777,142 1.6 11.2 -0.6

J.M. Smucker Dunkin $449,976,043 18.7 9.3 0.9

Folgers $296,991,641 12.7 6.1 0.3

Category total* $4,862,810,760 6.8 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Single-cup co�ee (individual brands)

“Historically, the U.S. coffee market fairs relatively well during recessions and economic downturns,” said Brenna Butler, industry 
analyst for IBISWorld Inc., New York, in Beverage Industry’s September 2020 eMagazine. “Consumers have de�nitely turned to in-
home consumption coffee products during the pandemic, whether because of forced closures of local cafés or in an effort to 
save money. Either way, coffee consumption will likely remain strong amid the pandemic, as it is largely a part of many people’s 
routines.”

Noting that more than 50% of Americans regularly consume coffee, Butler said the coffee market had performed well the past 
few years and was likely to continue on this path. Among the coffee segments contributing to that growth, single-serve and RTD 
coffees were leading the charge.

This prognostication materialized as the RTD coffee segment amassed $3.4 billion for the 52 weeks ending May 16, an increase 
of 14.7% compared with the previous year. 

“In fact, the pandemic has the potential to boost premium coffee trends for households that are less �nancially impacted and are 
looking to make more lasting purchases for in-home coffee consumption,” she said. “The COVID-19 pandemic has the potential 
to bring new insights to the coffee market, as consumers shift to largely consuming coffee at home. The economic effects from 
the pandemic will also be something to consider as the coffee market today is �lled with such variety that consumers can almost 
seamlessly trade up or down price tags.”

In May, Peace Coffee released its Pollinator blend, the vernal iteration of its 
limited-edition seasonal blends. Pollinator Seasonal Blend is a light roast 
blend featuring natural-processed coffee from Ethiopia, offering red fruit 
�avors balanced by chocolaty Peruvian coffee, it says. (Image courtesy of 
Peace Coffee)

Among coffee trends on the rise is coffee for one. Experts note 
that more and more consumers have opted for single-cup 
coffee brewers, impacting the demand for single-cup coffee 
options. 

In Beverage Industry’s September 2020 eMagazine, IBISWorld’s 
Butler noted that 2020 data from the National Coffee 
Association’s (NCA) National Coffee Drinking Trends showed 
more than 42% of households in 2019 owned a single-cup 
coffee brewer, highlighting the shift in how people consume 
their coffee. Another trend she noted was the disposable 
income had been on the rise per capita, resulting in more 
consumers trading up to premium coffee products.

“As a result, over much of the past �ve years, there has been a 
growing niche within the coffee market that revolves around 
artisanal, high-quality and usually ethically sourced coffee 
beans,” she said. “Single-origin coffee is becoming increasingly 
popular in the premium coffee market due to its simple and 
transparent supply chain.”

IRI data for the 52 weeks ending May 16, showed single-cup coffee dollar sales reached $4.9 billion, a 6.8% increase over the 
previous year. However, not all coffee segments �ourished in the past year. Instant coffee saw dollar sales down 0.7% compared 
with the prior year, sitting at $719 million. 

Although single-cup brewing options might be hot in the coffee category right now, data shows that some consumers like it cold. 
Experts note that cold-brew coffee is holding steady and showing sizable growth alongside the “hot” categories. 

Matt Barry, consultant for Chicago-based Euromonitor International, noted in the September 2020 eMagazine that 
premiumization trends in coffee had supported growth of sub-segments such as cold-brew coffee, which IRI’s data indicates is a 
$313 million segment for the 52 weeks ending May 16, a 34% increase compared with last year.

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Starbucks Frappuccino $1,275,454,088 19.3 42 1.6

Starbucks Doubleshot $587,697,465 9.6 19.3 -0.9

Java Monster $549,874,526 11.8 18.1 -0.5

Coca-Cola Dunkin $154,241,539 4.8 5.1 -0.5

Starbucks Tripleshot $150,315,017 23.5 5 0.4

Category total* $3,038,386,045 14.7 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

RTD cappuccino and iced co�ee (individual brands)

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Starbucks Frappuccino $126,941,834 10.4 40.5 -8.8

Starbucks $94,781,804 321.7 30.3 20.6

Starbucks Cold Brew $30,186,594 -16.9 9.6 -6

La Colombe $12,459,910 46.4 4 0.3

Stok $11,087,640 -7 3.5 -1.6

Category total* $313,122,920 34.4 100

RTD cold brew (individual brands)

“As with many other soft drinks categories and the hot coffee category, the premiumization trend has gripped RTD coffee,” Barry 
said. “Sugar and cream are slowly being phased out in favor of cold-brew offerings. RTD coffee is becoming less of an indulgence 
and more of a clean-label energy beverage. The stripped-back ingredients mean that the taste and quality of the coffee itself has 
become one of the top priorities for newer brands and consumers.”

Barry also noted the prominence that sustainability had gained in the premium coffee market.

“Another premiumization driver are sustainability claims, as consumers are willing to pay more for a product that is organic, 
ethically sourced, or non-GMO,” he said. “Clean labels and high quality will allow RTD coffee to grow in volume and also keep up in 
terms of value growth through higher unit prices.”

The coffee market also has experienced the forti�cation of coffee drinks to give them a more functional purpose, especially as 
experts noted a rise in consumer demand for immune-boosting ingredients likely due to pandemic concerns. Like many 
beverages, coffee jumped on the functional bandwagon.

“Coffee has the advantage of being an inherently natural product, leaving it open to other ingredient and function innovation that 
can further drive consumer interest,” Barry said. “Small brands have already begun moving into the space.”

He noted that brands are incorporating functional attribute such as CBD, mushrooms and protein into coffee beverages. 

On another front, IBISWorld’s Butler noted in Beverage Industry’s September 2020 eMagazine that health-conscious trends such 
as keto diets and plant-based preferences also contributed to growing demand for dairy-free RTD coffee and lattes. 

“The RTD coffee market will likely continue on its path of innovation and development as more consumers opt for the 
convenience and added health bene�ts of this segment,” Butler said. “The growing population of young adults and youth will 
likely sustain the RTD coffee segment over the next �ve years, and potentially take away from other coffee segments like instant 
coffee. Nonetheless, it is clear the coffee market is well established in the U.S. and has grown to encompass a vast portfolio that 
appeals to nearly all demographics and tastes.” BI
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Energy drinks �ourish as consumers seek functionality
By Jessica Jacobsen

Energy is one of the most sought-after functional beverage bene�ts, according to Euromonitor International. (Image courtesy of Red Bull North America)

In the fast-moving consumer packaged goods (CPG) market, consumers’ evolution in beverage choice has helped 
energy drinks “rise up.”

“The energy drink category is a strong performer within the wider non-alcoholic beverage industry, outpacing growth in other 
beverages,” states Chicago-based Mintel in its May 2020 report “Energy Drinks: Including Impact of COVID-19 – US.” “Combined 
energy drink and energy shot sales now surpass $14 billion, with sales projected to reach $20 billion by 2024.”

According to data from Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI), the overall energy drinks category accounted for $15 
billion in sales for the 52 weeks ending May 16 in total U.S. multi-outlets. This is an 11.6% increase from the prior year. Driving 
that growth is the category’s non-aseptic segment, which accounted for nearly $14 billion in energy drink sales.

Chicago-based Euromonitor International notes that the energy market’s proposition of delivering vitality to consumers has 
helped it reach the status it has achieved today.

Dollar sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

Red Bull $3,259,914,735 16 23.3 0.7

Monster Energy $3,236,278,049 12.6 23.2 0

VPX Bang $1,205,452,872 6.6 8.6 -0.5

Red Bull Sugar Free $876,604,370 13.7 6.3 0.1

Red Bull The Summer Edition $594,059,197 111.2 4.3 2

Category total* $13,965,103,428 12.6 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

“The energy drinks category continues to diversify with new product launches and the expansion of use occasions through 
innovation. One of the most sought-after functional beverage bene�ts is energy,” the market research �rm states in its “Energy 
Drinks in the US” report. “This has assured the energy drinks category’s continuing success. It also largely insulates it from 
concerns over sugar content and arti�cial ingredients. Arti�cial ingredients can even draw consumers in, as in the case of Bang 
energy and its hotly debated ‘super-creatine.’ While other high sugar and calorie beverages such as soda or juice continuously 
decline, energy drinks continue to succeed.”

Despite its functional status, energy drinks’ consumer reach has remained limited, Mintel’s report notes.

“Energy drinks have a dedicated base, yet that group represents a small slice (less than half) of U.S. consumers. And among non-
users, products in the category come saddled with a less-than-positive reputation,” the report states. “The perception that energy 
drinks are too sugary, too arti�cial, contain too much caffeine or simply that they don’t taste good, presents a formidable barrier 
to trial. Despite loyalists that keep the category �ourishing, conversion of non-users is extremely di�cult, but necessary to 
sustain the sales trajectory for the long term.”

Roger Dilworth, senior analyst with New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), also highlighted the potential for 
brands to develop new energy drinks that evolves beyond the mainstream staples.

Top energy drinks non-aseptic (Individual brands)

ZOA is a reimagined energy drink packed with clean, natural caffeine from 
green coffee and green tea, antioxidants from camu camu and acerola, as well 
as vitamin D and a blend of vitamins and nutrients that support immune 
function and elevate energy levels. (Image courtesy of ZOA Energy)

“As the mainstream end of the energy drink market is sewn up, 
there will continue to be more attempts to differentiate via 
novel ingredients, as seen in performance energy drinks, or 
better quality ingredients, such as guayusa, natural caffeine 
sources and organic cane sugar,” he said in Beverage Industry’s 
August 2020 eMagazine. “Companies will continue to 
experiment with making hybrids of energy drinks and other 
beverage types.”

In line with this, a multi-faceted team of �tness, health and 
beverage industry innovators, Dwayne Johnson, Dany Garcia, 
Dave Rienzi and John Shulman, announced the launch of ZOA, 
a reimagined energy drink packed with clean, natural caffeine 
from green coffee and green tea, antioxidants from camu 
camu and acerola, as well as vitamin D and a blend of vitamins 
and nutrients that support immune function and elevate energy 
levels.

The Molson Coors Beverage Co., Chicago, will be the exclusive distribution partner for all retail locations as the company has 
recently made a series of moves to expand their product offerings beyond beer. By utilizing Molson Coors and their partner L.A. 
Libations, ZOA will be able to tap into their vast distribution and retail network, as well as utilize their beverage expertise and 
marketing support, the company says.

As the energy market looks to capture a more diverse audience base, experts note that some focus groups have been more 
successful than others.

“There have been many attempts over the years to create a ‘better’ energy drink segment,” Dilworth said. “These have done 
modestly well, but the natural trend hasn’t yet taken off. Contrast that to the ‘performance energy’ segment, which seemingly 
emerged out of nowhere and skyrocketed in 2019, mostly due to Bang.”

Mintel pinpoints that �tness energy drinks have carved out a niche with high-frequency consumers, but look unlikely to convert 
non-category users. Despite this subset’s favor with traditional energy drink consumers, the market research �rm still expects 
�tness energy drinks to continue to grow.

“Though �tness energy drinks may eventually hit a sales ceiling, �tness energy drink brands will likely continue to capture a 
greater share of the energy drinks market (at least for the next few years),” the report states. “Fitness energy drinks may appeal 
to value-conscious consumers, as the drinks often are at a lower price point than traditional energy drinks (of the same size) and 
offer more caffeine (more bang for the buck); economic uncertainty will cause more consumers to seek products that offer a 
compelling value.”

Mintel’s report notes that although energy drinks likely were compressed because of stay-in-place restrictions across the United 
States, it suspects that energy shots saw a deeper hit because of the convenience factor associated with them.

“The energy shots segment will continue an already established slump that will likely be in�ated by the impact of COVID-19,” the 
report states. “The more impulsive nature of energy shot consumption coupled with reliance on the convenience store channel 
will lead to a downturn in sales.”

In IRI data, the energy shots segment posted $932.8 million in sales for the 52 weeks ending May 16, representing a 3.4% 
decrease.

5-hour Energy continues to dominate the energy shot segment accounting for 88% market share. Earlier this year, the 
Farmington Hills, Mich.-based Living Essentials LLC’s brand launched its new promotion — as the O�cial Sponsor of Getting Stuff 
Done — its largest promotion to date, giving fans the chance to enter to win a share of $100,000 through June 30, it says.

The 5-hour ENERGY promotion gave consumers the chance to instantly win $10, $100 or $1,000 when the promotion kicked off 
on the �rst-ever Getting Stuff Done Day on Feb. 6. The �rst Saturday of February is an opportunity to re-evaluate New Year's 
resolutions, start planning a home project, clean up before the big game, or begin a new workout routine, the company said.

“Our customers depend on 5-hour ENERGY products to help them as they are Getting Stuff Done,” said Jeff Sigouin, president of 
Living Essentials, LLC, in a statement. “We’re excited that the O�cial Sponsor of Getting Stuff Done promotion provides multiple 
ways to enter for chances to win and rewards people with what they could use most of all, cash.” BI

Dollar sales % Change vs. Prior Year Market Share % Change vs. Prior Year

5-Hour Energy $824,449,867 -3 88.4 0.5

Tweaker $24,780,083 -3.1 2.7 0

Stacker 2 Xtra $13,011,032 -7.7 1.4 -0.1

VPX Bang $10,505,448 -11.4 1 -0.1

Stacker 2 $9,389,999 -13 0.8 -0.1

Category total* $932,814,518 -3.4 100

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top energy shots (Individual brands)
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Beer market sees pockets of growth
By Jessica Jacobsen

White Claw Hard Seltzer sales were up nearly 53% in IRI-measured channels for the 52 weeks ending May 16. (Image courtesy of Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co.)

The U.S. beer market seems to be in a state of transformation thanks to a host of factors.

“The current U.S. beer market is in a state of �ux,” said Chris Lombardo, team lead and senior analyst for New York-based 
IBISWorld, in Beverage Industry’s March eMagazine. “Though the craft beer boom has normalized, relatively, breweries now 
contend with consumers that increasingly demand a diverse array of alcoholic beverages and not just the traditional culprits like 
wine or spirits — think spiked seltzers, spiked teas, [ready-to-drink] (RTD) mixed drinks, cider, etc. Beer is still the largest alcoholic 
beverage segment in the United States, but its years of complete domination seem to be dwindling.

“Younger demographics entering the legal age to consume alcoholic beverages are the greatest drivers of this change, in 
addition to increased attention on health and dietary concerns,” he continued. “As a result, over the past �ve years, the industry’s 
largest players, such as AB InBev and Molson Coors, have increasingly diversi�ed their product catalogue, introducing many 
products that diverge from their traditional beers.”

Brian Sudano, managing partner for New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC), also highlighted the transitions 
permeating throughout the beer market as well as the implications from those changes.

Dollar sales % Change vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Change vs. Prior Year

Bud $7,047,946,339 -1.2 320,784,153 -2.7

Michelob $3,210,633,061 15.6 116,702,088 14.6

Coors $2,671,703,145 2.3 123,130,720 0.4

Miller Lite $2,190,949,456 2.8 102,974,335 1.3

Busch $1,701,151,938 4.7 102,134,610 2.6

Category total* $27,258,888,741 2.5 1,180,694,226 -0.8

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Total domestic beer (Brand family)

“The U.S. beer market is going through a transformation,” he explained in the March eMagazine. “After decades of consolidation, 
the emergence of craft beers began to create fragmentation. Major brewers tried to play via acquisition but the segment 
continued to fragment. Now the rapid growth of [�avored malt beverages (FMBs), particularly hard seltzer, has further supported 
fragmentation although the leaders in FMBs are fairly concentrated. Via this fragmentation, we are beginning to see 
fragmentation of the leading beer brands.”

Overall the beer has performed well in the past year. Based on sales of total U.S. outlets for the 52 weeks ending May 16, beer 
dollar sales were up 9.5%, totaling nearly $44.3 billion, according to Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI). Case sales 
also re�ected respectable growth of 4.6%.

For that same timeframe, total domestic beer posted modest growth with dollar sales up 2.5% while case sales were down 0.8%. 
Domestic super-premium and craft were the segments that lifted total domestic beer the most with dollar sales up 13.2% and 
9.5%, respectively.

Heineken 0.0 experienced sales growth of more than 54% in IRI-measured 
channels for the 52 weeks ending May 16. (Image courtesy of HEINEKEN USA)

Comprised of varying sub-segments, analysts note that hard 
seltzer have been the driving force for beer market 
performance.

“The beer/FMB/cider category grew to $6.3 billion in off-
premise channels in 2020 compared to 2019,” said Danelle 
Kosmal, vice president of beverage alcohol practice for 
Chicago-based NielsenIQ, in the March eMagazine. “Hard 
seltzers represented a large percentage of the total category 
growth, accounting for 40% of the category’s growth dollars in 
off-premise for 2020.”

Kosmal noted that hard seltzer’s performance is tied to a 
bigger trend that emerged for the beer market during the 
pandemic: trading up.

“Premiumization in beer (consumer trading up to more expensive or high-end beer) accelerated during COVID, gaining 4.2 share 
points compared to pre-pandemic time periods,” she said. “Hard seltzers contributed to most of the premiumization growth 
within the category. In 2020, hard seltzers had just over $4 billion in off-premise sales, and gained nearly 5 share points 
compared to 2019.”

According to IRI data, the beer seltzer centric segment amassed sales of $4.3 billion for the 52 weeks ending May 16, 
representing an 89.2% increase. 

BMC’s Sudano highlighted that much of the innovation taking place in FMBs stems from the concept of healthy beverage 
choices.

Dollar sales % Change vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Change vs. Prior Year

White Claw Hard Seltzer $2,032,548,085 52.9 57,826,109 48.5

Truly $1,101,934,889 105.2 33,755,506 98.4

Bud Light Seltzer $423,904,535 338.2 13,817,419 352.8

Corona Hard Seltzer $188,118,025 563.4 5,639,983 561.8

Vizzy Hard Seltzer $108,092,452 1729.5 3,386,509 1725.4

Category total* $4,338,871,318 89.2 129,364,821 85

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Beer seltzer centric (Brand family)

“The vast majority of the innovation in FMBs is taking place in hard seltzer,” he said. “Focus is on lower calories and lower carbs, a 
better-for-you alternative.”

Premiumization also bene�ted the import and craft segments within the U.S. beer market.

“Imported beer and craft beer are the only segments projected to avoid volume losses in 2020, and even see gains through 
2023,” stated Chicago-based Mintel in its November 2020 report “Beer: Incl Impact of COVID-19 – US.”

Import beer has continued that performance, posting a 9.7% increase in dollar sales, totaling $8.9 billion, based on IRI data.

NielsenIQ’s Kosmal noted that prior to the pandemic, Mexican import beers were a growth driver for the U.S. beer market. 
However, that shifted as the pandemic’s impact on imports progressed.

BMC’s Sudano added that the unpredictability of the pandemic had consumers turning to familiar brands, which helped major 
players in the import beer segment.

“Bigger brands like Heineken have returned to growth as consumers seek reliable brands to consume at home,” he said. “With 
craft beer struggling due to on-premise restrictions, imported beer has bene�ted as consumers continue to seek high-end 
products. Modelo Especial continues to be the best-selling imported beer and is now a Top 5 U.S. beer brand.”

For the craft beer market, however, the shutdown of on-premise locations resulted in a hard hit for purveyors. 

“Craft brewers experienced signi�cant challenges amid the pandemic, as many, particularly nascent craft brewers, are reliant on 
on-premise sales, either at in-house bars or local food service establishments,” IBISWorld’s Lombardo said in the March 
eMagazine. “With these channels restricted, craft brewers have been forced to adapt quickly, with many offering on-site pick-up 
options or attempting to establish local off-premise channels. Many have been successful with such tactics, especially as 
consumers seek out different alcoholic beverages or reallocate money they would have spent at bars and restaurants on more 
expensive beverages.”

Even prior to the pandemic, the craft beer market was reaching a maturation point likely because of overcrowding, which 
contributed to its deceleration of growth, Lombardo noted.

Despite this factor, experts anticipate that craft beer will be able to regain footing as on-premise outlets open up.

“[T]he macro trend of consuming local craft remains intact and it is likely that taproom strength will return post COVID,” BMC’s 
Sudano said.

The U.S. beer market also saw the acceleration of the non-alcohol beer segment. For the 52 weeks ending May 16, non-alcohol 
beer posted sales of $207 million, a 33.2% increase, based on IRI data.

“Consumer trends around health and wellness, as well as drinkers seeking more mindful drinking occasions, are fueling the 
increasing popularity of non-alcoholic beer,” NielsenIQ’s Kosmal said.

BMC’s Sudano echoes similar sentiments: “Consumer desire to drink lower and non-alcoholic adult beverages has increased over 
the past several years,” he said in the March eMagazine. “Non-alcoholic beer plays into this healthier lifestyle. The restrictions in 
place against the on-premise have hurt the overall adoption and growth of the segment. With the major [brewers] including 
Heineken and ABI introducing non-alcoholic versions of their �agship brands, availability and trial is likely to continue to build.”

Although the non-alcohol beer market is not as mature as other beer segments, it still can further its potential by appealing to 
younger adults.

“Younger consumers have broadly reduced their consumption of alcohol with more abstaining versus prior younger 
demographics,” Sudano said. “This overall presents a tailwind. However, adoption of non-alcoholic beer in the U.S. has been 
declining in recent decades. This creates more of a headwind going forward.” BI
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Wine and spirits see premium growth
By Sarah Graybill

Bev Glam by sparkling wine brand Bev is a sparkling rosé with only 100 calories, 3 carbohydrates, and no added sugar, it says. At 11.9% ABV, the sparkling wines 
in the series boast that they bring refreshment to consumers “without the hangover.” (Image courtesy of Bev)

The way wine and spirits are made and marketed has continued to shift and change over the past several years.
However, when broken down into their separate categories, the wine category has been inundated with current
and new brands, which experts note has had an impact on the category in the past 12 months. 

In Beverage Industry’s February eMagazine, Carolyn Lemoine, senior project director for New York-based Beverage Marketing 
Corporation (BMC), noted that the U.S. wine market for domestic and imported wines had been �attening out over the past 
several years, culminating in a slight downturn in volume in 2019.

“The industry has been facing the challenge of having an oversupply, as well as �agging consumer demand,” Lemoine said. “The 
good news is that sparkling wines, especially Prosecco and Rosé, had healthy growth, and the entire category was bene�ting 
from a premiumization trend, as consumers traded up.

“2020 has been a tough year for wine,” she continued. “BMC estimates that while only about 19 percent  of total wine volume is 
sold in the on-premise (restaurants/bars, etc.), a whopping 41 percent of wine’s retail dollar sales comes from this channel. With 
the shuttering of restaurants and bars due to COVID-19, the industry suddenly lost a large part of a major source of category 
dollars.”

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Change vs. Prior Year

Barefoot $664,144,654 -4.7 9,936,410 -3.8

Sutter Home $425,298,487 1.1 5,948,748 -1.3

Franzia $388,870,226 0.8 13,375,124 -1.1

Josh Cellars $388,469,102 25.3 2,510,076 23.3

Woodbridge $373,105,423 -5.1 5,425,228 -7.9

Category total* $12,648,729,488 3.8 139,999,988 -0.7

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top table wines (Individual brands)

As such, smaller brands that bene�ted from consumer trial of an unknown wine when purchasing “by the glass” on-premise were 
losing valuable sales as purchasing shifted to quick trips to off-premise grocery stores and wine shops, Lemoine added. 

The suspension of travel and tourism and the shutdown of tasting rooms also had been negatively impacting wineries, which 
instead opted for online happy hours and tastings to reach consumers.

Scott Scanlon, executive of Beverage Alcohol Vertical for Chicago-based Information Resources Inc. (IRI), noted that the wine 
category experienced its �rst downturn in 24 years in 2019 and still had not fully recovered in early 2021 due to �erce 
competition from beer, �avored malt beverages (FMBs) and spirits. 

Yet, COVID-19 has led to “a strong rebound, driving growth rates of four times of that of recent years,” Scanlon said in the 
February eMagazine. “Dollar sales and volume per trip are up, while trip frequency is relatively �at (i.e., stock-ups). There’s been a 
strong shift to eCommerce with these ‘trips’ up 130% and sales nearly 3.5 times higher than a year ago.”

For the 52 weeks ending May 16, table wine as an overall category sat at $12.7 billion in dollar sales in total U.S. multi-outlets, a 
3.8% increase over the prior year, according to IRI data. 

Happenstance, a whiskey-based spirit, became available for distribution 
through Lipman Brothers in May. The female-owned brand launched its 
Founder’s Edition straight bourbon whiskey that contains a complex 
combination of vanilla, hazelnut, toasted oak, honey and toffee notes – double 
distilled, barrel-aged to perfection, it says. (Image courtesy of Happenstance)

When it came to the type of wine being consumed, red wine 
was No. 1 with around 46.7% market share, slightly eclipsing 
white wine at 45.5% and pink wines at 5%, according to 
Nielsen’s December 2020 “COVID Impact on the Alcohol 
Industry” report. Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Sauvignon 
Blanc, Red Blends, Pinot Noir, Pinot Grigio and Moscato along 
with sparkling wines also were doing well. 

There’s also been a resurgence in sparkling wines, driven 
largely by Prosecco, IRI’s Scanlon said in Beverage Industry’s 
February eMagazine. For the 52 weeks ending May 16, 
sparkling wine posted 20.3% growth over the year prior, 
totaling $1.8 billion, according to IRI data.

The spirits category also posted strong growth. For the 52 
weeks ending May 16, spirits sales in total U.S. multi-outlets 
amassed nearly $10 billion in sales, a 15.2% increase over the 
prior year, IRI data reports. 

Of note, tequila was up 31.4%, while brandy/cognac was up 21.6%, cordials saw a 17% rise in dollar sales and whiskey was up 
13.5%. However, the biggest gains came from seltzer-centric spirits, which increased 203% for the same timeframe, IRI data 
states. Among these subcategories, premium beverages were taking the lead.

In Beverage Industry’s April eMagazine, Chris Lombardo, team lead and senior analyst at Los Angeles-based IBISWorld Inc., 
denoted how the pandemic had resulted in the distilling market experiencing a bump in off-premise sales at the expense of on-
premise performance.

“The distilleries industry in the United States is expected to perform relatively well in 2020 amid the COVID-19 pandemic, 
particularly in comparison with other domestic alcoholic beverage producers, such as breweries,” he said. “Demand for alcoholic 
beverages remained high in 2020, as many consumers turn to alcoholic beverages during periods of distress or volatility due to 
its perceived effects. However, many distilleries were forced to close their in-house tasting rooms and bars amid the pandemic, 
and key on-premise markets, such as restaurants, bars and night clubs, experienced signi�cant operational di�culties amid the 
pandemic, resulting in a substantial decline in demand from such markets.”

Dollar Sales % Change vs. Prior Year Case Sales % Change vs. Prior Year

Whiskey $3,386,790,969 13.5 16,075,530 7.9

Vodka $2,387,207,374 3.3 18,797,763 0.2

Tequila $911,682,959 31.4 3,327,637 15.9

Rum $713,432,110 3.3 5,376,427 0.8

Premixed Cocktails $688,008,534 68.8 8,664,071 58.5

Category total* $9,960,279,684 15.2 68,722,298 11.9

*Includes brands not listed.
Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI), Chicago. Total U.S. supermarkets, drug stores, gas and convenience stores, mass merchandisers, military 
commissaries, and select club and dollar retail chains for the 52 weeks ending May 16.

Top spirit categories

Although economic downturns typically have an adverse effect on super-premium and luxury spirits segments, data at that time 
suggested this had not been the case this time around.

“Conversely, operators bene�ted from increased off-premise sales and a rise in premium and super premium brands, bolstering 
revenue growth,” Lombardo explained. “While sales of super-premium brands generally suffer during periods of economic 
downturn due to their high price point, particularly in on-premise channels where they experience signi�cant mark-up, the prices 
are more affordable at off-premise channels. Thus, consumers in relatively stable �nancial positions opted for such luxuries due 
to their relative lower costs, greatly bene�ting revenue growth.”

Danelle Kosmal, vice president of beverage alcohol practice for Chicago-based NielsenIQ, also weighed in on the bullish 
performance within high-end spirits.

“For COVID [year-to-date], the high end of spirits grew by 37%, compared to the rest of spirits at 16%,” she explained, referencing 
the category’s performance from March 7, 2020, to Feb. 27 in NielsenIQ off-premise channels. “Since the onset of the pandemic 
in the U.S., the high end of spirits gained 3.7 share points (dollars) of the spirit categories, compared to the previous year. High-
end tequila was a big driver of this, gaining 2 share points of the spirits high end in 2020.”

In 2020, total online alcohol sales grew by 232%, with online spirits leading growth, up 396%,” Kosmal said in the February 
eMagazine. “Spirits also gained 6.4 share points of online alcohol dollars in 2020.”

BMC’s Lemoine adds the beverage alcohol eCommerce size and growth hit an all-time high as companies such as wine.com and 
Minibar have reported record growth. Meanwhile, Vivino recently closed on Series D investments of $155 million and Drizly 
announced a $1.1 billion acquisition deal with Uber. Given this and consumer preferences, she expects online migration will 
continue.

“Consumers have now normalized eCommerce orders/deliveries of food/beverages in their everyday lives, and the migration to 
online will continue,” Lemoine suggests.

Along with major growth of eCommerce, experts note trends among several prominent demographics may be ones to watch in 
regards to impact on the wine and spirits category. 

Quinton Jay, Bacchus Consulting Group, San Francisco, says that demographic breakdowns show millennials as more agnostic 
when it comes to what they drink as of late.

“Millennials gravitate toward craft beers, imported wines, and have less loyalty to a speci�c type of adult beverage,” he says. 
“Baby boomers are more traditional and tend to stick with what they know, what they like, and what they’ve always had. They are 
brand loyal to stick to more of the wine; however, there has been a shift to brown spirits like whiskey and bourbons.” 

 In a post-COVID world, Jay notes that direct-to-consumer beverage purchasing is on the rise, and concurs with other experts that 
omnichannel commerce makes beverages far more accessible to consumers, and will continue to have a growing impact on 
sales.

“This allows companies to be everywhere the customer is, from brick-and-mortar establishments to mobile, online 
marketplaces,” he says. “Also, wine is coming back in a big way.” BI
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Up Close With
Founded in 1885, Green River Spirits Co. 

is the fourth largest independent 
bourbon distiller in the world, distilling 

90,000 barrels of liquid amber a year. 
(Image courtesy of Green River Spirits 

Co.)

A double threat
Green River Spirits distills award-winning bourbons, ryes

By Barbara Harfmann

In a game of chess, the results are binary — there’s one clear winner and one clear loser. One distiller in the heart 
of the Kentucky Bourbon Trail, Green River Spirits Co. is “winning the game” on two fronts in the competitive world
of spirits. Green River not only distills award-winning whiskeys and bourbons for its own bar and local distribution 
but creates private-label spirits and labels for dozens of clients annually.

Nestled on a 26-acre campus in the rolling hills of Owensboro, Ky., Green River Spirits Co. is a brand creation company with a 
leadership team that includes eighth-generation distiller and Master Distiller Jacob Call, CEO Simon Burch and a 20-member 
team within the 100+ person organization. The new product development experts are dedicated to “bringing brands to life” in a 
multitude of ways: with retailers, inside agencies or leading global wine and spirit supplier companies, explains Cathy Steen, chief 
commercial o�cer (CCO) at Green River. 

Founded in 1885 and strategically located on the southern banks of the Ohio River, Green River Distillery is DSP-KY-10, the 10th 
oldest registered distillery in Kentucky. Today, it is the fourth largest independent bourbon distiller in the world, distilling 90,000 
barrels of liquid gold a year, the company says. 

“Many of history’s most beloved whiskey brands were born here,” Steen shares. “Our customers can tap into that legacy and be 
part of a home that’s building on that historic legacy. … At the heart of our business is our ‘crown jewel,’ the historic Green River 
distillery.”

CEO Simon Burch, (left), Cathy Steen, chief operating o�ce, and Master 
Distiller Jacob Call bring some of history’s most beloved whiskey brands to life. 
(Image courtesy of Green River Spirits Co.)

Among the ways that Green River Spirits builds upon its 136-
year legacy is through its participation as a heritage member 
(since 2018) on the famed Kentucky Bourbon Trail, which, 
since 1999, invites visitors to go “Where the Spirit Leads You.” 

“We’re a large working distillery, so we provide a unique 
experience for visitors to the ins and outs of distilling and 
bourbon creation,” Steen explains. “That’s our objective — to 
provide a tour that re�ects that scale and scope — and you’ll 
see our operations and production teams at work. 

“We made a signi�cant investment in our visitor’s center, which 
was closed due to COVID, so we’re excited to open our doors to 
new experiences now that the world is opening up more,” she 
continues. “We have elevated experiences for our guests, 
including the opportunity to meet Master Distiller Jacob Call. 
Those are launching as we speak.”

When it comes to making whiskey, Steen points out that Kentuckian and Master Distiller Call is committed to the highest quality 
ingredients and traditional processes. “His family’s history with distilling goes back eight generations, back to the earliest days of 
bourbon in this country,” she explains. “Jacob grew up around whiskey, and you could say it’s in his blood. Jacob’s experience is 
equal parts know-how and a love for the art handed down from his family.” 

Bourbon trail shines a spotlight
Hearing brand stories and tasting products is an integral part of the bourbon trail experience. On the western end of the Kentucky 
Bourbon Trail, Green River Spirits, which is called “Hallowed Ground” by Kentucky Distillers’ Association (KDA) President Eric 
Gregory, is the �rst stop for many visitors taking the trail from west to east, Steen says. 

“We welcome visitors from all over the world,” Steen notes. “The KDA does an amazing job showcasing the bourbon trail and all 
the distilleries in the state. We bene�t signi�cantly from their efforts and the spotlight they help shine on all of us.”

Thousands of guests annually visit the Green River distillery where they can sample and purchase a variety of bourbon and 
whiskey blends along with many of the distillery’s brand partner’s offerings. For instance, whiskey connoisseurs can imbibe on 
51.9% ABV (103.8 proof) Bradshaw Bourbon from NFL Hall of Famer Terry Bradshaw or the 46% ABV (92 proof) Yellow Banks, 
one of the bourbons sold locally of which a part of the sales supports corn research. 

The historic Green River Distillery is DSP-KY-10, the 10th oldest registered 
distillery in Kentucky. (Image courtesy of Green River Spirits Co.)

In addition to making world-class bourbons and rye, the 
distillery now markets and distributes a few brands locally. 
“One of those is Yellow Banks, a Kentucky straight bourbon 
whiskey bourbon celebrating the rich history of distilling in 
Owensboro,” Steen says.  “The whiskey is made with 100% 
Kentucky-grown corn and was developed in collaboration with 
the Kentucky Corn Growers Association. …Yellow Banks has 
been receiving excellent reviews, including a 93 points rating 
from Wine Enthusiast.” 

With so many bourbon brands to choose from, what 
differentiates Green River whiskies from the rest?

“Our standard mash bill has a higher rye contribution — it’s a 
bourbon of great depth and character,” the COO explains. “We 
also produce outstanding rye. I’ve had a love affair with rye-
based spirits my entire working career. I always describe 
Jacob’s rye as exquisite because it really is.”

More innovation is forthcoming, as a revived historic Green River bourbon whiskey will join the distillery’s lineup later this year. 
“That is on the heels of last year’s revival of the Green River Distillery itself,” Steen notes. 

A brand creation company
Green River Spirits also has a “vibrant business” creating spirits brands for its partners in other categories like vodka, rum, gin and 
�avored whiskey, Steen says. They are produced in Green River’s production facility in Charleston, S.C., which is known for its 
�avor and culinary innovation, the company says.

“We also follow trends and the team is constantly tinkering around with �avor pro�les to add to our �avor library,” Steen notes. 
“Right now, we’re working on more than 20 new products for current and new customers, and we’re excited to help bring their 
visions to life.”

The point is that brands don’t necessarily have to have their own distillery to get noticed as long as drinkers love what they’re 
drinking. The COO notes that Green River Spirits offers everything needed to develop and grow brands that win at shelf — from 
brand design and liquid development to production and logistics support. 

“For example, if a brand owner has a brand idea and simply needs help with liquid development, we can do that. Or, if a brand 
owner wants to start a spirits brand but needs help from brand concept all the way to bottling and packaging, we can put 
together a plan for that,” Steen explains. “We’re lucky to have a CEO who has incredible experience in building brands at Green 
River — Simon Burch — and we regularly tap into his know-how … he is a fantastic resource for our partners as well.”

The Kentucky Distillers’ Association offers a passport in which visitors are 
encouraged to get stamps at all the distilleries they visit that are part of the 
Kentucky Bourbon Trail. (Image courtesy of the Kentucky Distillers’ 
Association) 

When asked how Green River differentiates itself between 
concocting private-label brands and working with some of the 
world’s fastest-growing spirits brands versus its core distilled 
spirits, Steen responds that “there is room for many brands to 
live and grow together on the shelf” because spirits categories 
like bourbon, rye and �avored whiskey are a hot growth 
category.  

“Our priority is always our partners and they know they come 
�rst at Green River,” she explains. “…When we opened the 
distillery doors in 2016, our model was to support other 
people’s business needs — that remains our commitment. 
Brand creation for our partners is at the heart of what we do, 
and we have assembled a team of professionals to create 
incredible brands that showcase Jacob’s amazing liquid.

“In addition to the private brand creation work we do, we have 
a vibrant bulk program and ship barrels and tankers 
worldwide,” she says. 

While the Kentucky Derby is synonymous with the Bluegrass State, Owensboro —one of the key epicenters of bourbon 
production in Kentucky prior to the turn of the century — is a city famous for its amazing “Bs.” It is home to the national bluegrass 
museum, some of the best barbeque in the country and, of course, making world-class bourbon, Steen notes.

Reviving the Green River bourbon, reopening the revived, historic distillery, and showcasing Green River’s rich bourbon legacy and 
the city of Owensboro bring Steen and the team excitement and joy.

“When it comes to whiskey, there’s no better place for brand partners to call home than our distillery, Steen concludes. “We 
produce outstanding bourbon and rye — it starts with liquid. The future for Green River is all about our aged agenda. Clearly, 
bourbon and rye continue to drive excitement and growth in the distilled spirits business. We’re beyond proud to be a part of it — 
and to help our customers anyway we can.” BI
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By Barbara Harfmann | Managing Editor

The Canned Cocktail Craze
The booming category of ready-to-drink (RTD) canned cocktails is giving brands a
delicious recipe for summer success, particularly as many consumers want the 
convenience of purchasing ready-made cocktails without needing to buy separate 
ingredients. 

Following the pandemic and the astronomical rise in at-home consumption, RTD cocktails have 
grown 43% in global consumption, with no signs of slowing down, states an International Wines 
and Spirits Record (IWSR) drinks market analysis. In fact, the trend is expected to grow by 21.8% 
until 2024, it reports.

IWSR also notes that the RTD sector was the only category to see volume growth in 2020, and it 
predicts the same in 2021. Largely driven by strong performance in the United States — the 
largest RTD market in the world by volume — the RTD segment will see volume growth of 43%, 
IWSR predicts. The low- and no-alcohol segment will continue to resonate with consumers, it 
adds.

Drinks
Between

Cayman Jack’s new RTD mixed 
variety pack features classic 
cocktails like the 5.8% ABV 
Margarita, Moscow Mule, Mojito and 
the new Paloma. (Image courtesy of 
Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co.) 

Yet, the aroma, taste and �avor and slightly higher ABV (5.8%) of the 12-ounce RTD canned cocktails that I sampled during a May 
21 virtual tasting with Cayman Jack, a brand of Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co., resonated with me as delicious, tried-and-true 
cocktails that required no work on my part.

Boozist and bartender enthusiast Colin Joliat, creator of the social website www.boozist.com, walked me through the sampling 
process. He explained the tasting notes and nuances of four bartender-quality cocktails from Cayman Jack — Margarita, 
Moscow Mule, Cuban Mojito and Paloma — that are part of the brand’s new 12-can variety pack.

Cayman Jack’s newest varietal, Paloma, features an aroma of ruby grapefruit with hints of lime that balances the tartness of the 
grapefruit, lime and the pure sugar and agave nectar with an authentic tequila taste, Joliat explains. To further entice consumers, 
Paloma is only available as part of the brand’s variety pack that retails nationwide for around $17.99.

Since launching in 2011, Cayman Jack sales have seen steady growth, with the brand experiencing double-digit 99% growth in 
2020 versus 2019, and the company is predicting strong growth this year, it says. 

The �avored malt beverages (FMBs)/seltzer segment continues to outperform all other segments with a reading of 82, a few 
points below May 2020 reading of 90, according to the National Beer Wholesalers Association’s (NBWA) Beer Purchasers’ Index 
for May 2021. The May 2021 overall reading of 80 is signi�cantly higher than last May's reading of 64, it reports.

The "at-risk" inventory (inventory at risk of going out of code in the next 30 days) measure of 31 continues to remain well below 
the long-running average as out-of-stocks and supply disruptions continue to impact the industry.

In a statement, NBWA Chief Economist Lester Jones explains: "This month’s survey cycles the May 2020 survey, a month that 
saw dramatic shifts in consumer behavior as the on-premise beer business was at a virtual standstill and off-premise business 
was booming. This index is the strongest reading over the past �ve surveys going back to 2015.”

RTD cocktails are surging in popularity. The online alcohol platform Drizly notes the convenience and ease of RTD cocktails have 
made it a breakout category. Although these spirits-based beverages make up a relatively small percentage of overall category 
share — accounting for just 3% of the total liquor category in 2020 — it is the fastest-growing liquor subcategory on Drizly, 
showing immense growth of more than 1,000% in 2020 over 2019, according to BevAlc Insights by Drizly. 

“As bars and restaurants closed last year, many consumers turned to making their favorite cocktails at home or trying ready-to-
drink versions,” said Liz Paquette, Drizly’s head of consumer insights, in a statement.

And although there’s a lot of innovation occurring within the RTD category, classic cocktails tend to dominate best-selling RTD 
�avors, suggesting that consumers are eager to experience full-�avor cocktails at home without mixing and measuring, Drizly 
reports. 

The Top 5 RTD �avors across Drizly showcase the diversity of this growing category, which can offer signi�cant opportunities for 
well-stocked retailers, it says. As summer months and outdoor sipping are �nally here, the Top 5 RTD �avors poised to drive 
sales on Drizly this summer are vodka-soda/vodka-based, Margarita, the rum-based Mai Tai, gin and tonic/gin-based and the Old-
Fashioned.

Summer’s here, so sit back, relax and pop open a cocktail of your choosing.

ADVERTISEMENT

THE ADS MAKE THE FREEWATER FREE
FreeWater Inc. announced the release of its innovative, paradigm-shifting product: eco-friendly, BPA-free water. Designed 
as a new type of advertising medium, with 10 cents from each product donated to charity to build water wells for people in 
need, the product is paid for by the ads directly printed onto the aluminum bottles and cartons. Additionally, advertisers 
can make use of FreeWater’s physical packaging by connecting QR codes for consumers to scan in order to collect 
coupons, watch videos, take surveys, incorporate augmented reality and more. Founder Josh Cli�ords created the 
company after volunteering with refugees who had revealed the water scarcity issues they had faced — at present, 
800 million people lack access to safe drinking water with even more su�ering water scarcity, the company notes. 
Cliffords sought a solution to provide free, clean water and build infrastructure for communities to obtain water. 
Advertisers have the option to distribute the water for free or to sell the beverage. Yet, any product FreeWater directly 
distributes to consumers will be free as part of the company’s mission to pay its members to consume free products. 
Additionally, FreeWater is granting all its donations to a variety of nonpro�ts that are building water wells and systems in 
Africa. 

With 1.9 billion hashtags for “cocktails” alone, Brewsmartly.com trawled through TikTok to �nd the most popular 
cocktails and ranked them accordingly. The Margarita is the No. 1 cocktail, with 361 million hashtags. The classic 
Margarita contains tequila, lime juice and triple sec; however, among the variety of modern takes on the original recipe 
include the Spicy Margarita, which contains one extra spicy ingredient — jalapeño simple syrup. 

Ranked No. 2 is Jungle Juice with 232.3 million hashtags on TikTok. Jungle Juice is a modern cocktail and the most 
common elements used in this trend are punnets of fruit, candied sweets, fruit punch mixes and an alcohol base of 
either vodka or gin. 

No. 3 on the list is another classic cocktail — the Mojito —with 218.1 million hashtags. The Mojito contains a white rum 
base, lime juice, soda water and mint leaves. The recipes found on TikTok don’t stray too far from the original, only 
adding fruits such as berries and orange.

Based on the number of hashtags, the remaining Top 10 cocktails are:

   Did You Know ...

0
MILLION

MIMOSA

0
MILLION

PIÑA COLADA

0
MILLION

SANGRIA

0
MILLION

DAIQUIRI

0
MILLION

MOSCOW MULE

0
MILLION

ESPRESSO MARTINI

— Results based on Brewsmartly.com based on the Top 10 cocktails searched through hashtags on TikTok as of May 19. 

0
MILLION

TEQUILA SUNRISE

LET’S GO ON AN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
STILLHOUSE, known for its “unbreakable” stainless-steel packaging and award-winning portfolio of American-made spirits, 

launched its Unbreakable Summer Challenge. The sweepstakes is aimed at fostering an unbreakable spirit, and 
encouraging adventurers to take STILLHOUSE where glass can’t follow all summer long. Consumers are encouraged to 
snap photos of themselves in the backcountry on their rugged adventures, everything from ATV riding to zip lining, axe 

throwing, �y �shing, horseback riding and white-water rafting — followed by STILLHOUSE tastings, good food and a �re to 
cap off evenings under the stars. Through July 31, consumers are encouraged to upload photos and post using the hashtag 

#UnbreakableChallenge for a chance to win the Ultimate Weekend Adventure in Hill Country, Texas, over Labor Day 
Weekend, Sept. 3-5, or Wolcott, Colo., from Sept. 10-12. “Americans are spending more time outside than ever before with 

renewed appreciation. As we kickoff a summer of escapades and holiday weekends, we want to invite the millions of 
consumers who camped or hiked for the �rst time in 2020 into the unbreakable nation the only way we know how,” said 

Jennifer Pisciotta, global vice president of marketing for Acceleration Brands at Bacardi, in a statement.

Bruno Mars and Anderson .Paak: SelvaRey Rum ViBruno Mars and Anderson .Paak: SelvaRey Rum Vi……

Available just in time for summer, SelvaRey Coconut, a two-year-old 
aged ultra-premium rum infused with velvety coconut essence with 
hints of fresh coconut water, key lime pie, pineapple and tres leches, is 
being introduced by Bruno Mars and a few of his famous friends as “a 
party in a party when you celebrate — SelvaRey.” The multi-Grammy-
award-winning Mars is showcasing his rum empire in a new creative 
content series that features a new �agship video and campaign: 
Tropical Luxury, Wherever You Are. To introduce the new expression, 
Mars directs and stars in the video along with fellow Grammy winners: 
Anderson .Paak and James Fauntleroy, with D’Mile co-producing. 
“Rum is really synonymous with joy. Anyone holding a good rum 
cocktail is exactly where they want to be,” Mars said in a statement. 
“That’s what I wanted people to feel with this campaign. And 
SelvaRey Coconut delivers the ultimate drink every time. It’s hands 
down the best coconut rum you’ve ever tasted. Who wouldn’t be 
happy with a SelvaRey Piña Colada in their hand?” 

        Rum, a
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Channel Strategies
The limited service sector of 

the restaurant industry was 
among the foodservice 

segments that saw reduced 
contraction in 2020, experts 

note. (Photo by Julia Filirovska 
from Pexels/courtesy of Canva)

The great differentiator
Beverage offerings to play key role in foodservice recovery

By Jessica Jacobsen

In the 1970s era TV series “The Six Million Dollar Man,” the infamous narration alerts audiences that astronaut 
Steve Austin is barely alive following a failed test �ight. In that opening, the narrator states: “We can rebuild him.
We have the technology. We have the capability to build the world’s �rst bionic man.” Emerging from a pandemic 
that shackled the foodservice industry, the channel also is in a rebuilding state. With its technology and 
capabilities, experts suggest that the foodservice market is entering a time period that will award innovations and 
differentiation. 

What of course instigated this predictive evolution was the COVID-19 pandemic, which caused many operators in the foodservice 
industry to shut down or pivot to off-premise methods in order to remain operational.

“The pandemic had a dramatic impact on the foodservice market ― especially in the second quarter last year,” says Gary 
Hemphill, managing director of research for New York-based Beverage Marketing Corporation (BMC). “Large swaths of 
foodservice were effectively shut down. Many restaurants went out of business. The more creative ones devised ways to 
survive by maximizing their carryout business and developing other strategies.”

David Henkes, senior principal and head of strategic partnerships at Chicago-based Technomic, notes that the total foodservice 
industry was down 25.3% in 2020. Total restaurants and bars, the largest share of the channel, recorded declines of 18.5%. 
Although all U.S. foodservice segments took a hit in 2020, some were more challenged than others. For instance, the travel and 
leisure segment was down 60.2% in 2020, while the noncommercial market was down 34.5%.

“The story of 2020 and the survival of 2020 really becomes how well did you pivot and succeed 
in driving off-premise sales, and that really speaks to who the winners and who the losers were 
last year.”

— David Henkes, senior principal and head of strategic partnerships at Technomic 

Henkes adds that the market research �rm, which was founded in 1966, had never recorded declines of this magnitude in its 
history. 

“It’s going to take probably a good number of years to recover if not the dollars but certainly the underlying volume,” Henkes says. 
“Despite all the good news we’ve been seeing recently, it’s not going to suddenly spring back in a year or so. It was a huge 
impact, long lasting and it’s going to reverberate for a lot of years throughout the industry.”

Smoother road than most
Yet, not all foodservice markets experienced dramatic declines in 2020. A sub-segment of restaurants and bars, the limited-
service restaurant market was down only 6.2% for 2020, Technomic data shows. Within that market, quick-service restaurants 
(QSR)/fast food registered a 5.5% decline while fast casual was down 8.9%.

Emma Allmann, junior research analyst at Chicago-based Mintel, also highlights the ability of QSR establishments to weather the 
challenges from the pandemic.

“QSRs have been the best set up to handle the concerns consumers had in the past year about value, which during the pandemic 
was wrapped up in safety concerns,” she says. “According to Mintel’s 2021 Foodservice Trend Trust or Bust, 64% of consumers 
indicate that exposure to, and spreading of, the virus worries them the most, and according to ‘Quick Service Restaurants – US, 
March 2021,’ 53% of U.S. consumers used a drive-thru in the three months prior because it was a safe option during the 
pandemic. When safety concerns were con�ated with value concerns, the operators who already had delivery, pickup, mobile 
ordering, and drive-thrus as a part of their business model and infrastructure were able to perform in a way with which full service 
and casual dining could not compete.”

This summer, SONIC Drive-In is offering Bursting Bubbles to its drinks menu. 
The limited time only Bursting Bubbles are featured in two new Slushes, the 
Blue Burst Slush and Cherry Burst Slush. (Image courtesy of SONIC)

Foodservice operators that were able to pivot to off-premise 
bene�ted with sales, Technomic’s Henkes adds.

“When you talk about who did well, any limited service 
restaurant generally speaking did OK,” he says. “Larger chains 
did a lot better than independents. If you look at our Top 500 
restaurants overall, if the entire restaurant industry was down 
18.5% to restaurants and bars but chains are down only about 
8%. Quick service fast casual held up better [and] the larger 
casual chains that were able to do delivery or had a strong 
curbside program.”

Within fast food, chicken and pizza purveyors actually posted 
growth in 2020, Henkes notes. He further emphasizes that the 
ones that experienced signi�cant dine-in restrictions and 
couldn’t pivot to off-premise solutions were the outlets that 
struggled the most in 2020.

“You see a real large dichotomy between those were able to hold up, in some case pivot and grow their business last year or just 
decline slightly, versus those that were signi�cantly impacted and weren’t really able to get a lot of off-premise business going,” 
Henkes says. “The story of 2020 and the survival of 2020 really becomes how well did you pivot and succeed in driving off-
premise sales, and that really speaks to who the winners and who the losers were last year.”

The beverage factor
In a challenging year for foodservice, performance within beverage showed an even harder road.

“Beverage sales in foodservice dropped precipitously in 2020, and have begun to show signs of life this year,” BMC’s Hemphill 
says. “Performance in foodservice is linked to the overall performance of the foodservice channel. Most foodservice orders 
include a beverages ― especially when consumed on-premise.”

Technomic’s Henkes notes that beverages underperformed in 2020 when compared with the overall foodservice market, posting 
roughly 29% declines.

Chicken purveyors within the quick-service restaurant segment were among 
the few markets that showed growth within foodservice in 2020, David Henkes 
say. This summer, Chick-�l-A restaurants announced the return of a customer 
favorite: the Peach Milkshake, which is available nationwide for a limited time. 
(Image courtesy of Chick-�l-A Inc.)

“A couple of reasons for that; obviously during the pandemic 
there was a huge shift toward what we call off-premise, so 
what we call take-out, delivery, curbside pickup, drive-thru,” he 
says. “In all of  those instances, beverage attachment rates or 
penetration or the likelihood of consumers to order beverage 
are much less, so this pivot was in a lot of ways what allowed 
restaurants to remain open or remain health to whatever 
extent during the pandemic was driven by this pivot to off-
premise, so beverage suffered as a result of that.”

Among the segments that were hurt the most in terms of 
beverage sales were hotels, vending and o�ce coffee service, 
Henkes explains. Meanwhile QSR, which still posted beverage 
sales declines of 11%, fared better than most.

Although beverage performance within foodservice was 
impaired in 2020, experts highlight that they will play a key role 
in rebuilding the channel.

“In comparison to what happened where beverages declined at a greater rate because of this pivot to off-premise, beverages are 
actually going to grow faster than the industry in the next couple of years,” Henkes says. “Part of that is the natural return as 
consumers come back to dining rooms, as they start to eat in school cafeterias and college cafeterias and they return to 
businesses and vending cranks up again [along with] o�ce coffee. Our forecast going forward would indicate that beverage is 
going to have a sustained run [and] above average growth relative to the industry.”

Because consumers have been inhibited from traditional foodservice, short-term performance re�ects a more robust time, 
Henkes notes. However, to keep momentum moving forward, beverage offerings could play a vital role.

“I think everyone is just glad to be back in restaurants and that pent-up demand is real so people are swarming back to 
restaurants and foodservice because many people haven’t been to one in 15 months,” he says. “Over the longer term as the 
euphoria wears off a little bit, beverages will really need to stand on their own as a unique complement to the rest of the 
occasion and create some opportunities for driving guest satisfaction.”

Henkes notes that various QSR operators have engaged with limited-time offerings but says outside-the-box thinking might be 
necessary as foodservice continues to rebuild.

“Beverage will play a central role in the recovery, and I think it’s incumbent upon restaurants and foodservice operators to rethink 
and do something different with their beverage program and not just return to the status quo, but again give the consumers 
reason to come back to their stores,” he says. “Beverage by itself probably doesn’t drive people in for a lot of occasions, but again 
it can drive satisfaction and it can create that differentiation in the mind of the consumer.”

Mintel’s Allmann highlights that trends within packaged beverage are taking shape within foodservice beverage offerings.

“Fruity and tart �avors are seeing growth on menus with �avors like black cherry soda, tamarind, and mango seeing particular 
growth between Q3 2017-Q3 2020,” she says. “This aligns with fruity �avor growth in CPG wherein the number of carbonated soft 
drink �avor introductions of the �avors blueberry and wild cherry both grew from 2018-2019 by 193% according to Mintel GNPD. 

“With bold �avors, just a hint is what consumers want, according to ‘Trending Flavors and Ingredients in Non-alcoholic Beverages 
– US April 2021,’ 37% of consumers prefer beverages that are lightly �avored,” Allmann continues. “Consumers want beverages 
to have a slant of health and wellness that brands can deliver with in beverages with more gentle, more natural �avors.”

In line with this health-and-wellness slant, Allmann points to the opportunities for various beverage categories in the foodservice 
channel.

“Beverage categories that are seeing growth, like �avored water that rose in menu mentions by 16% from Q3 2017-Q3 2020, are 
often those that can act as a tasty and healthy replacement for soda,” she says. “According to ‘Still and Sparkling Waters – US 
February 2020,’ 71% of consumers indicate that �avored water is a good alternative to soda, and, according to ‘Food and Drink 
Nutrition Claims: Incl Impact of Covid-19 – US December 2020,’ 55% of consumers indicate they currently use or would like to use 
food and drink that claim to bene�t their energy. While indulgence is still important to consumers, a functional claim that focuses 
on health and energy, especially via a particular ingredient, will hold great appeal.”

Although beverage sales were challenged within foodservice the past year, it looks as though they will play the role of the great 
differentiator during this recovery phase. BI
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Packaging

Consumers, trends impact secondary packaging
Sustainability, smart technology in�uence packaging innovation

By Sarah Graybill

In partnership with WestRock Co., Coca-Cola 
launched CanCollar, a new, PEFC certi�ed, 

recyclable and sustainably sourced paperboard 
secondary packaging solution launched in the 

Balearic Islands in November 2020. (Image 
courtesy of The Coca-Cola Co.)

In the past year, the secondary packaging market has been in�uenced by hot-button trends such as sustainability 
and SKU proliferation. Meeting the demands of these trends has led many brands to revisit their secondary 
packaging. Yet, experts note that manufacturers will need to balance the competing needs of the eCommerce and 
retail channels, along with consumer preferences, which often requires a new approach to secondary packaging.

In its “2020 Secondary Packaging Trends” report, Herndon, Va.-based PMMI Business Intelligence reports that, whether it’s 
expanding SKUs to changing consumer desires, manufacturers need to be ready to address industry drivers with secondary 
packaging strategies that �t the times. 

“Packaging formats have undergone signi�cant changes in recent years as consumers gravitate toward more sustainable 
solutions and the retail shelf becomes increasingly crowded and noisy,” PMMI’s report states. “As consumers enjoy more options 
and more variety, brand manufacturers have endeavored to build unique value propositions into their product packaging, making 
them more attractive to consumers or enabling them to stand out on a crowded, competitive shelf.”

Smart stainless steel keg rental company Kegstar recently launched its new 
IoT-enabled keg tracking with the rollout of Project Starlight. The device is 
connected to the keg chime through a welded bracket, and has already 
generated more than 22 million scans in more than 10 countries, according to 
the company/ (Image courtesy of Kegstar)

PMMI notes that with this goal in mind, many brand 
manufacturers are actively re-evaluating packaging 
con�gurations, and that one of the most prominent and 
consequential packaging changes for secondary 
considerations is the rise of shelf-ready displays. PMMI 
advises that manufacturers adopting shelf-ready displays will 
need to ensure that the bottom half of the case, which will 
remain on the shelf with the products, is properly branded, and 
that any graphics survive the distribution supply chain in a 
shelf-ready state. 

“With a full 75% of [our report’s] respondents stating they are 
pursuing shelf-ready strategies, the challenges created by the 
popularity of this format remain top of mind at brand 
manufacturers,” the report states.

In�uential consumer preferences
 Beyond shelf-ready displays, experts note that many brand 

manufacturers are altering their secondary packaging to suit 
consumer needs and demands. For example, many format 
changes revolve around reducing materials and using more 
sustainable packaging options, as well as improving e�ciency 
in line operations.

 John O’Neal, president of global paper at WestRock Co., Atlanta, says that a company study titled “The impact of COVID-19 on 
Consumer Attitudes Toward Packaging,” conducted in November 2019 and September 2020, found safety, sustainability, and 
brand relationship to be in�uential in secondary packaging. 

“[There was] increased impact of materials that are transparent and those that ‘keep my family safe,’ and a strong consumer 
reaction to hygienic packaging and materials that resist the growth of bacteria and viruses,” he says. “Seventy-eight percent [of 
2020 respondents] say packaging products using materials that ‘keep me and my family safe’ impacts brand trust, which was up 
5% from 2019.”  

Sustainability also was a key factor, as the study revealed that several sustainability-related packaging features were more 
impactful mid-COVID than pre-COVID

“For example, packaging that is easily recycled or composted. Consumers are not willing to sacri�ce sustainability for safety,” 
O’Neal says. “Eighty-two percent [of respondents] agreed that it is important for brands to balance safety and concern for the 
environment when designing product packaging.”

Furthermore, O’Neal notes the unchanging relationship between consumers with favorite brands, a factor that remained 
consistent despite other �uctuations. 

“Consumers still care about brands and are increasingly purchasing with quality in mind. [There is] increased impact of packaging 
aesthetics and communicating brand values on packaging,” he says. “Fifty-seven percent [of 2020 respondents] said packaging 
that communicates the brand or company’s core values and purpose impacts product satisfaction, which was up 9% from 2019.”

In March, Corona launched a new, circular form of packaging for six-packs as 
part of its long-standing dedication to protecting the environment. The 
packaging harnesses surplus barley straw to create a truly sustainable paper 
packaging solution, it says. (Image courtesy of AB InBev)

Among its own survey respondents, PMMI notes several 
directions brands are headed with packaging.

“Seventy-�ve percent are moving to display-ready or 
wraparound cases, 30% are replacing their corrugated boxes 
with shrink �lm, 45% are eliminating cases in favor of rigid 
trays, and 50% are adjusting how they seal their corrugated 
cases ― be it with glue or with tape,” the report states.

For example, WestRock’s CanCollar Fortuna system and the 
family of solutions were created in response to the market's 
desire to transition from single-use plastic to a paper-based 
substrate. 

“Our solution replaces single-use plastic multipacks with paper-
based solutions and offers local communities and customers 
packaging that can be recovered into the �ber recycling 
stream through curbside recycling programs where such 
programs accept beverage cartons,” WestRock’s O'Neal says. 
“CanCollar designs help brands with their sustainability goals, 
help them communicate their sustainable practices to their 
consumers, and do so while meeting the unique needs of their 
supply chains and markets.” 

In addition, these designs are entirely glue-free, relying on the combination of a proprietary tooth design to lock the can rims into 
the multipack and a stiff and tear-resistant substrate to provide superior can-retention and pack performance compared with 
competitive alternatives, he notes. 

“The tooth design is optimized for performance in high-speed application and supply chain handling. These 100% paperboard 
solutions are recyclable, recovering an average of more than 80% of the �ber in a standard recycling process,” O'Neal adds. “Most 
of these designs offer brands some ability for sculpting to accentuate brand-speci�c attributes in the graphics and further 
reinforce the brand's connection with its consumers.” 

Brands with progressive packaging
Brands also are more eager to communicate publicly and proactively about their packaging choices and transitions, O’Neal 
notes. Many companies appear to take pride in the purpose and logistics behind such changes, which are inclusive of a brand’s 
identity and personality. 

“Traditionally, packaging changes are subtle, quiet, and it was hard to �nd a brand that wanted to communicate overtly about 
them,” he explains. “With today’s sustainability-driven packaging changes, brands are eager to ‘go public’ about their packaging 
choices and share the story with their consumers and other stakeholders. Packaging changes now feature prominently in 
product marketing, investor communications and media outreach.”

For example, Coca-Cola European Partners (now Europaci�c Partners) communicated its decision to work with WestRock to 
replace the products’ plastic rings with WestRock’s paperboard CanCollar Eco solution. 

“CanCollar is a paperboard packaging solution for multipack cans in Spain, created with the goal of removing all unnecessary or 
hard to recycle plastic from Coca-Cola’s portfolio and avoiding the use of more than 11,000 tons of virgin plastic a year across 
Western Europe,” Coca-Cola said in a statement. 

Wytheville, Virg.-based SOMIC America’s Peter Fox, senior vice president of sales notes that the Red Bull brand also 
demonstrates quality use of secondary packaging. 

“It displays well on the shelf and demonstrates effective branding,” Fox says. “On the other hand, going in the opposite direction 
is lower-end shrink-wrapped packaging of Kraft trays. The use of premium printed shrink �lms have boosted this commodity into 
becoming a more premium offering.”

“[There was] increased impact of materials that are transparent and those that ‘keep my family 
safe,’ and a strong consumer reaction to hygienic packaging and materials that resist the growth 
of bacteria and viruses. Seventy-eight percent [of 2020 respondents] say packaging products 
using materials that ‘keep me and my family safe’ impacts brand trust, which was up 5% from 
2019.” 

— John O’Neal, president of global paper at WestRock Co., Atlanta

He adds that the two most prevalent aspects of secondary packaging design lately are brand imagery and quality. 

“They’re important because the cost of these products must be supported through a top-to-bottom brand quality image,” Fox 
says. “Consumer in�uence produces higher overall sales, at premium prices, of the specialty product categories.”

Rise of sustainable, premium design
Although brands want to adopt more sustainable packaging, many are not willing to compromise on package performance or 
operational e�ciencies on their packaging lines. Solutions designed to replace single-use plastic must be thoroughly tested to 
ensure they are adequately robust to survive distribution and retail environments, experts note. 

WestRocks O'Neal says that consumer and retailer, and in many cases, regulatory, pressures are driving a groundswell of interest 
in sustainable, �ber-based secondary packaging solutions. He notes that sustainable packaging themes include material 
selection and material optimization (or minimization) are gaining momentum. 

“On material selection, consumers naturally perceive �ber to be the most sustainable material and consistently rank it as the 
most environmentally friendly packaging type,” he says. “Recyclability is consistently the most important environmental factors 
associated with food/beverage packaging.”

As a result, less-sustainable packaging has fallen out of favor, which is on-trend with a variety of aspects of the beverage 
packaging manufacturing supply chain. 

“Hard to recycle single-use plastics including rings and shrink �lm are falling out of favor,” O’Neal says. “Recycled content plastic 
or bioplastics may be successful in some applications, but images of plastic pollution have impacted the global consumer’s 
psyche in a way that not even a global pandemic could shake.”

The drive to offer minimal, sustainable, �ber-based package offerings �t for consumer use now is a global trend, O’Neal adds. 
Along with being more eco-friendly, the secondary packaging creates opportunities for new and inventive designs. More 
premium packaging also is in demand.  

SOMIC America’s Fox expresses similar sentiments, noting that secondary packaging has become much more upscale by using 
high-quality graphics and premium materials such as E Flute and Micro �ute board. 

“It is much more common now to see the premium materials being used, especially in the premium functional categories,” he 
says. “I’m not sure how much of an impact it is having, but based on the proliferation, brand owners believe there is value.”

What lies ahead for secondary packaging
As the sustainability imperative continues to get stronger and brands are increasingly challenged to achieve their commitments, 
WestRock’s O'Neal anticipates increased interest in a circular model, distributed model, safety and security, and connected 
packaging.

“For a circular model, we’re seeing an increasing interest across food and beverage in reusable and returnable packaging. For the 
distributed model, we’re seeing continued interest in the beverage space in particular in at-home beverage production, e.g., 
Keurig and SodaStream models,” he says. “Counter-top beverage customization creates new user experiences and consumer 
engagement opportunities, while pod or cartridge supply chains can create environmental bene�ts, when appropriately 
designed.” 

Because the pandemic has heightened consumer concerns about safety and security, packaging that protects the product and 
the consumer now is a much more critical factor for consumers and brands, O’Neal suggests.

“Finally, consumer openness to the use of QR codes during the pandemic has opened up new opportunities for extending and 
deepening engagement with consumer post-purchase on both eCommerce and in-store purchases,” O’Neal says.

Packaging security and smart packaging technology also have upped their game in recent years. For instance, comprehensive 
track and trace systems, in which traditional secondary packaging formats contain smart technology such as radio-frequency 
identi�cation (RFID) or near-�eld communication (NFC)-enabled components, are increasingly being used, PMMI’s report notes.

“In addition to these tracking features, some packagers are exploring the addition of environmental sensors on their secondary 
package that can communicate to the consumer that their product was never exposed to extreme environments,” the report 
states. “Stickers that change color when exposed to temperature extremes or physical trauma can be a�xed to the outside of 
the secondary package, demonstrating the integrity of the product contained within before the consumer even opens the 
package.”

PMMI’s report states that the most important component to a successful secondary packaging strategy is to work closely with 
the packaging engineers, the machine builders, and industry suppliers to rise above the demands and create solutions.

In doing so, it seems likely brands will continue to crank out innovative secondary packaging solutions that meet e�ciency, 
sustainability, and brand-integrity goals, while catering to consumer demands and packaging design preferences. BI
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AI looms larger
Inspection equipment offers brand protection, combats counterfeiting

By Barbara Harfmann

Mettler-Toledo offers production line vision 
inspection solutions that detects bottles with 

capping, label and �ll-level problems before they 
can leave the facility, Miles Kroner says. (Image 

courtesy of Mettler-Toledo)

With the health and safety of consumers at an all-time high, ensuring that beverage packaging and the products 
within are free from contaminants has never been more important. Experts note that vision systems within
packaging inspection equipment along with some “latest and greatest” technological advances in the use of 
arti�cial intelligence (AI) are facilitating breakthroughs in brand protection, reducing waste and increasing 
throughput. 

Miles Kroner, business manager of vision and serialization at Mettler-Toledo Product Inspection, notes that the use of AI to 
inspect for “hard to de�ne” defects or to inspect products with a large variability in their �nished product has become more 
common. 

“The majority of the current AI solutions available aren’t yet robust and industrialized for many applications, but some offer a nice 
solution for niche inspections,” Kroner explains. “There is no question that AI can be a strong inspection tool, but for 
implementing a robust vision inspection solution, proper lighting, precise product handling and image acquisition are still 
requirements for any vision solution to function well. Leveraging AI appropriately and combining with the aforementioned 
aspects of a vision solution is a challenge the vision industry will continue to work on for years to come.”

Within the brewing industry, the Lutz, Fla.-based company is noticing a transition away from glass bottles to aluminum cans. 
Among the advantages of vision inspection equipment is that it eyes empty bottles and cans before �lling, which eliminates 
defects and reduces product waste. “Production line vision inspection detects bottles with capping, label and �ll-level problems 
before they can leave the facility,” Kroner explains.

Original equipment manufacturers are looking for inspection equipment that 
meets the capabilities of high-speed lines along with the ability to inspect 
diverse container types, sizes and shapes. (Image courtesy of Teledyne 
TapTone)

The advent of more tall and slim cans in the beverage market 
is creating a need for additional inspection expertise because 
the popular 12-ounce cans are harder to inspect, Mark 
Bussard, product line manager at Falmouth, Mass.-based 
Teledyne TapTone, points out.

“The smaller can ends don’t de�ect as much when under 
pressure versus when they are leaking,” Bussard says. “So the 
best way to inspect these cans is with the TapTone Force 
technology, which does not rely on can end de�ection but 
instead takes a reading of the can sidewall to determine more 
accurately the pressure (or loss of) in the can.”

Additionally, because slim cans run at a higher cans per minute 
(CPM) threshold for the same line speed of larger diameter 
cans, can rejection on the highest speed lines is more critical 
than before. “Not only are there more cans to track, but they 
are a smaller target so the precision of the rejecter must meet 
these new demands,” Bussard says.

Retro�tting requirements
Given the importance of inspection equipment to beverage operations, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are looking for 
solutions with a compact footprint, are �exible and have robust connectivity capabilities, Mettler-Toledo’s Kroner says. He also 
pinpoints that the equipment should be easy to integrate with the ability to be retro�tted into an existing line paramount.

Teledyne TapTone’s Bussard expresses similar sentiments: “They are constantly asking for inspection equipment to meet the 
line speeds of the new higher speed lines with the ability to also inspect a large variety of container types, sizes and shapes. 
They want system with the �exibility to handle these variables with the least amount of changeover requirements,” he says. 

Because sustainability remains a hot-button topic in the industry, the push toward eco-friendly packaging options and the trend to 
move away from single-use plastics and toward aluminum in the beverage market is impacting inspection equipment ― but not 
the equipment design, Bussard says. 

“It has made a shift in the types of inspection, which is now more popular than just a few years ago,” he says. “It has not changed 
the equipment design but simply increased the volumes of the style equipment being purchased.”

TapTone offers a full line of Leak Inspection, Fill Level, Seal Integrity products for post �ll and seal applications. The company’s 
equipment also supports multiple sensors from a single controller and performs additional inspections such as cap placement, 
foil detection, missing vent tube, label inspection as well other various inspection needs.

“TapTone solutions are designed to meet the highest speeds of today’s production. These systems are capable of performing 
inspections on a wide variety of container types, HDPE, PET, aluminum, glass, steel, paperboard cartons and more,” Bussard 
says. “Leak inspection and �ll level can be performed at full production speeds for pressurized and non-pressurized containers. 
The TapTone solutions are designed to have minimal impact on the line as they are cantilevered over the existing conveyor and 
use up the absolute minimum �oor space, allowing inspections to be added where they are best performed on the line.”

Based on the company’s “Test Before you Invest” program, Mettler-Toledo’s 
new application test center enables companies to test-run their products prior 
to purchase. The inspection equipment includes metal detectors, 
checkweighers, vision and X-ray inspection systems, and serialization systems. 
(Image courtesy of Mettler-Toledo)

A vision for the future
The vision inspection industry continues to leverage 
advancements made in the computing, camera, vision 
inspection software and lighting worlds, leading to faster, more 
powerful and easier-to-use vision systems, Mettler-Toledo’s 
Kroner says.

Among the brand protection industrialized vision systems the 
company offers are label, package, cap and seal inspection to 
check for almost any defect on product packaging to ensure 
that every item meets brand owners’ stringent quality 
standards to always present a perfect product to market.

Upfront, automated vision inspection systems also can catch 
product and �ll defect mistakes early on, which means “fewer 
errors to proliferate in production, and any errors are �xed or 
rejected easily,” Kroner says.

Advancements in inspection software also is increasing productivity while reallocating costly manual inspection. “Intuitive 
software such as Mettler-Toledo’s CIVCore allows for easy product changeovers, simpli�es user management and provides 
valuable production data that can be used to improve production processes,” Kroner says. “… Mettler-Toledo customizes 
solutions that address unique conditions. Our open interfaces such as OPC UA support Industry 4.0 initiatives, enabling 
production data to be accessed, analyzed and controlled anytime and anywhere.”

In addition to software improvements, Teledyne TapTone’s Bussard notes that inspection equipment will continue to be re�ned 
and improved to keep up with the higher speeds of the newer lines being installed. “The need for data collection and networking 
of the systems is an ever-growing requirement. These production statistics are critical for maximum optimization of the 
production as well used for predictive maintenance,” he says.

He also notes that simply identifying bad products is just one part of the equation. “[We need] the means to reject it off the line. 
While this is less complicated than the inspection itself, there often needs to be unique methods developed for effective and 
reliable rejection,” Bussard says. 

Mettler-Toledo’s Kroner predicts that AI will play a larger role in the inspection systems of the future. “As AI solutions improve and 
become more industrialized, stable and re�ned, AI to inspect for ‘hard to de�ne’ defects or to inspect products with large 
variability in their �nished form will become a more valuable tool.” BI
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Ingredient Spotlight

Timing is everything
Advancements in masking solutions help elevate functional beverages

By Jessica Jacobsen

Taste modulation, coupled with innovations in 
next-generation stevia, is elevating the future for 

functional beverages, Sweegen’s Casey 
McCormick notes. (Image courtesy of Sweegen)

As more consumers look at beverages as more than just a vehicle for sustenance and hydration, but also as a
utility to perform daily tasks, new product development is taking on binary roles. “Consumer demand for functional 
beverages is growing at least in part because there is dual value of refreshment and forti�cation,” says Casey 
McCormick, director of product development at Sweegen, Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif. “This surge has opened 
opportunities for new products and brands to produce forti�ed beverages with a ‘health halo,’ yet a feeling of 
indulgence or satisfaction.”

However, McCormick explains that these dual-purpose beverages can complicate taste pro�les.

“Functional ingredients in beverages can be tricky as they can impact the consumer experience with bad aftertastes and �avor 
offnotes,” he says. “The good news is the timing for advancements in masking ingredients has come to fruition. Application 
technology is coming together with ingredient development to drive beverage pipelines enabled by new taste modulation 
technologies like bitter blockers and �avor enhancements. Taste modulation, coupled with innovations in new generation stevia, 
is making the perfect environment for functional beverages that win with consumers.”

Philip Caputo, marketing and consumer insights manager at Virginia Dare, Brooklyn, N.Y., also details the complexities that 
emerge when developing functional beverage pro�les.

“Functional beverages contain a range of natural functional ingredients that may impart off-�avors and texture such as acidity, 
aftertaste, astringency, bitterness, chalkiness and metallic notes,” Caputo says. “Ingredients that contribute offnotes include 
vitamins, minerals, plant- and animal-based proteins, dairy and dairy alternative analogs, amino acids, fatty acids, and high-
intensity sweeteners like stevia. 

“Taste perception and �avor preferences are subjective and vary from consumer to consumer,” he continues. “Bitter taste, for 
example, is a positive attribute to some consumers regardless of the product, while others �nd it appealing only in speci�c items 
like coffee. Some �nd any bitterness completely unappealing.”

Because of these challenges, Caputo notes that the company works with its partners to supply masking solutions that support 
dual-purpose beverage formulations.

“Virginia Dare delivers preferred taste to our customers — and quite often, a custom masking system is part of how we do that,” 
he says. “Our natural masking systems are product- and application-speci�c, designed to selectively block off-taste, unappealing 
mouthfeel, and unfavorable qualities while highlighting favorable taste characteristics.”

Heather Young, account manager at Mother Murphy’s Flavors, Greensboro, N.C., adds that the type of functional ingredients that 
beverage formulators are using also is evolving, which further highlights a need for masking solutions.

“Functional ingredients in beverages can be tricky as they can impact the consumer experience 
with bad aftertastes and �avor offnotes. The good news is the timing for advancements in 
masking ingredients has come to fruition. Application technology is coming together with 
ingredient development to drive beverage pipelines enabled by new taste modulation 
technologies like bitter blockers and �avor enhancements.”

— Casey McCormick, director of product development at Sweegen

PureCircle by Ingredion’s next-generation stevia ingredients is helping relieve 
pressure on masking for reduced sugar beverages, Ingredion’s Jackson Pillow 
says. (Image courtesy of Ingredion)

“Plant-based proteins are a huge trend right now as consumers 
are looking for more sustainable protein sources,” she says. 
“While these protein sources check the box of ‘sustainable’ and 
‘better-for-you’ they can be di�cult to work with considering 
the offnotes that some contain. Bitter blockers and masking 
agents play a big role in ensuring these are palatable and 
acceptable to consumers.”

Dawn Riviere, technical sales manager at Flavor Dynamics Inc., 
South Plain�eld, N.J., echoes similar sentiments. “The addition 
of functional ingredients such as terpenes, proteins, vitamins in 
beverages has created an increased demand for masking 
agents to help to tone down the bitter or offnotes,” she says

Sweet inspiration
Yet, functional trends is not the only craze in�uencing new 
product development. Part of the macro health-and-wellness 
trend has been consumers’ disposition to added sugars. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), six in 10 adults in the United States have a chronic 
disease, while four in 10 adults have two or more. Given 
statistics like these, ingredient suppliers note this is helping to 
shape consumer beverage choices.

“Chronic health conditions are a driving force behind the consumer movement away from sugar, driving innovation and change 
for beverage brands that have traditionally relied on sugar,” Virginia Dare’s Caputo explains. “Natural and zero-calorie sweeteners 
are often one of the �rst tools beverage formulators employ to help them achieve the goal of reducing sugar content, but they 
often come paired with an off-�avor or other taste challenge that requires a custom taste solution.”

Mother Murphy’s Young also highlights the impact sugar reduction is playing in beverage formulations.

“Consumers are beginning to understand the link between diet and overall health and wellness,” she says. “Sugar reduction plays 
a key role in overall health. Unfortunately, natural high-intensity sweeteners can sometimes have offnotes that consumers don’t 
like. Providing a solution to this is critical when it comes to consumer acceptance and overall appeal of a sugar-reduced item.”

Given this, experts note the value that masking agents are supplying to beverage formulators.

“Sugar reduction formulations have caused an increase in masking agent interest,” Flavor Dynamics’ Riviere says. “The 
replacement of sugar with other sweeteners can cause additional challenges. The bitterness of straight stevia can be 
counteracted with a good masking agent.”

Sweegen’s McCormick details how advancements from ingredient suppliers are helping to improve the presence of offnotes that 
plagued initial stevia entrants. 

“The new generation rebaudiosides found in trace amounts in the stevia leaf continue to win on taste with consumers versus the 
old generation, but it’s not enough to just replace sugar in food and beverages,” he says. “The combination of new rebaudiosides 
coupled with the latest taste modulation technologies enables a step function change in the quality of the sensory experience for 
consumers.”

Jackson Pillow, marketing communications and digital marketing lead of sugar reduction for Pure Circle by Ingredion, Chicago, 
details how the company has prioritized advancements within stevia ingredients.

“With PureCircle by Ingredion’s next-generation stevia ingredients, masking is no longer as big of a need as it once was with early 
generation stevia,” he says. “We have a broad portfolio of stevia solutions to solve sugar reduction challenges, including a 
portfolio of stevia �avor modi�ers. These ingredients have synergies in certain applications like dairy, plant proteins, alcohol and 
others which can mask or enhance �avor pro�les depending on the formulator’s preferences.”

As ingredient suppliers have �ne-tuned their portfolios, experts note that the time is right for developing functional, sugar-
reduced beverages.

“Now more than ever is a great time to explore creating functional beverages,” Sweegen’s McCormick says. “Today’s new 
generation stevia sweeteners like Reb M are so clean tasting, the need for masking solutions is minimized. The product lines that 
are growing the fastest have greatly reduced sugar. But it’s essential to consider the impacts of all the ingredients in the formula 
and how a product will be positioned in the marketplace. What positioning and claims will you have on the package? Ensuring 
that the taste modulators you incorporate into your product enable your product positioning is important. 

“Sweegen can help brands tackle off-tastes while adopting a more natural position,” he continues. “Our Taste Modulation 
portfolio is non-GMO, clean-label, kosher/halal and is available in liquid or powder formats.”

Evolving factors
With functional, sugar-reduced formulations commanding a larger share of the beverage market, the utilization of masking 
solutions are providing beverage-makers with a “triangle offense” for the future of beverage development.

“The overall trend of moving toward healthier products that are closer to nature will only accelerate, and likely those attributes 
will evolve from being unique selling features to more standard features that all products will be required to have as a baseline,” 
McCormick says. “In parallel, we can foresee consumers seeking new and unprecedented �avors in beverages with functional 
attributes to energize or transport moods.  

“There will likely be broad adoption of products made from novel nature-based technologies,” he continues. “They will answer 
important needs for humanity, but create completely new challenges about how to bridge the sensory gap between taste and 
bene�ts. With that said, there will be more opportunities for companies like Sweegen to mask off-tastes and deliver healthier and 
great-tasting products.”

Flavor Dynamics’ Riviere highlights the evolution of protein sources as playing a growing factor in the future of masking 
ingredients.

“As meat and milk alternatives continue to develop, new protein sources could come with undesirable notes as the pea protein 
has,” she says. “Even ingredients used to counteract a textural challenge could give offnotes requiring masking.”

Mother Murphy’s Young also shines a light on the role that protein will have in the years to come. “As consumers continue to 
seek sustainably sourced proteins and other nutrient dense foods for overall health and wellness, there will always be a need for 
solutions to reduce offnotes and make these ingredients palatable and acceptable,” she says. “Therefore, bitter blockers and 
masking agents will certainly be a major player in the years to come.”

Although these trends are placing a need for masking solutions, Virginia Dare’s Caputo highlights the varying options when 
working with masking ingredients.

“There’s no one-size-�ts-all solution for taste masking, so the best solutions come from collaborating with market experts,” he 
says. “At Virginia Dare, all of our taste improvement systems are application speci�c. A single formulation does not �t all, and 
likely includes a combination of off-taste masking, �avor pro�le enhancement, and sweetness enhancement. We identify each of 
our customers’ unique taste objectives or challenges, collaborate to develop a comprehensive solution, and tailor our natural 
taste improvement ingredients to deliver preferred taste.” BI
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By Jeff Cioletti

The cabs have eyes

Distribution

Distributors crack down on distracted driving

(Image courtesy of Getty Images)

In the last issue, we noted the number of annual tra�c fatalities, according to the National Transportation Safety 
Board (NTSB), but what we didn’t mention was that of the more than 36,000 highway fatalities in 2019, 3,142 were 
directly linked to distracted driving. 

Distractions in the cab are more pervasive than they’ve ever been, thanks largely to the temptation of consumer technology that 
virtually everyone carries with them every waking moment of the day. That’s why it’s critical that every beverage distributor have 
some sort of distracted driver policy in place. But that’s the easy, non-controversial part. The di�cult part is enforcement, the 
tools available for which might make some drivers uncomfortable. That’s because they involve in-cab cameras that can record 
the driver’s every move, which can be perceived as a bit Big-Brother-esque. 

But at least half of the beer distributor members of risk-management provider BevCap’s captive insurance program have 
installed the cameras, while the other half are currently researching it and seriously considering bringing them into the operation. 

“One of the big pushbacks or challenges was the question of whether or not the employee was comfortable — did they feel like 
they were being spied on and that they were not trusted,” says Curtis Hoppe, director of claims and risk management at BevCap. 
“Tell you what: you’ve got to earn that trust. 

That applies, Hoppe notes, to new hires and seasoned company drivers. “From [the new hire’s] [Motor Vehicle Fleet Report], they 
don’t have any accidents, but you don’t know their driving technique,” Hoppe explains. “Another is an employee who’s been with 
the company so long that they get complacent. [They’ll say] ‘I do this every day, I’ll take a little risk here, but I’m a good driver and 
haven’t had any accidents.’ Next thing you know two are dead and another is in the hospital.”

“The cameras tell the story, right or wrong, and I handle the claim knowing exactly what happened. 
The distraction is a big part of it, but in my mind it’s not the biggest part. The biggest part is the 
liability. And when you know what happened, it’s certainly a lot easier for you to address.” 

— John Ufheil, executive vice president of strategic planning at Daytona Beverages 

One of the distributor members participating with BevCap is Florida-based Anheuser-Busch wholesaler Daytona Beverages. The 
beer wholesaler has been using in-cab cameras for nearly three years and contends that the bene�ts far outweigh any 
drawbacks. “Before I put it in the trucks, I drove around with one in my vehicle to understand how invasive it was and how I felt 
about it personally,” says John Ufheil, executive vice president of strategic planning at Daytona Beverages. “Three years later, I 
don’t like driving a vehicle without a camera because someone’s going to do something stupid.” 

An obvious component of Daytona’s distracted driver policy is that drivers aren’t allowed to look at their cellphones while driving. 
The policy was violated hundreds of times before cameras were installed. It’s since gone down to virtually zero, Ufheil reports. 
Ufheil says he informs potential new hires that he uses cameras and that hasn’t deterred anyone from joining the team. 

“People have gotten used to it,” he says. “I try not to wear people out with nitpicking on every single little thing they’re doing.” 

The system sends alerts when it perceives a distraction, but it may not always be one. For example, an alert will be sent if 
someone adjusts the AC or turns on the radio, Ufheil says. “These cameras are watching the eyes of the driver and every time 
[their eyes] are off of the windshield,” he explains. “But I also know how truck drivers drive and there are a lot of things the 
system thinks are distractions, but they’re just normal driving.” 

The technology is not just about negative driving practices. Ufheil says it’s also important to use it to commend drivers for good 
maneuvers and reinforce that positive performance. 

“The cameras tell the story, right or wrong, and I handle the claim knowing exactly what happened,” Ufheil says. “The distraction 
is a big part of it, but in my mind it’s not the biggest part. The biggest part is the liability. And when you know what happened, it’s 
certainly a lot easier for you to address.” BI
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By John Peter Koss

Industrial use of the word “productivity” has been found to have a variety of meanings depending on what industry 
is being referred to and which operating conditions prevail. Because of these two factors, it is important to clarify 
a basic de�nition and how it is applied.  

The dictionary states: “quality or state of being productive.” The word also means “producing in abundance and yielding results, 
then, it declares rate per unit area or unit volume.” Well, and good, simply put: physical units produced (by whatever means) for 
each time used to produce the units is the basic premise. In beverages, this is the cases produced for each labor hour worked or 
cases produced on each machine hour run. 

Both ways, it’s time and quantity and that is basic and fundamental ― regardless of the viewpoint.

Of all the measuring techniques employed by producers and distributors, productivity is perhaps the most factual and positive 
way to analyze and evaluate whether improvement is or has taken place in an operation ― it is directly related to continuous 
improvement for whatever task is involved.

But, what are the necessary steps to ensure accurate data is used in making a productivity calculation?  

Promoting warehouse productivity

Operations Perspective

Proper calculations needed to measure labor, machine productivity

First, labor productivity
is probably the best approach to exemplify the signi�cance of accurate data accumulation and use. Beverage packaging installations

have people assigned to various workstations who expend labor hours to either operate or attend machinery during the time of operation
to produce a required quantity ― this is the key data source. Manual or computerized data recording systems may be used to capture the

number of hours the crew spent on the line and the number of units produced ― the result, valid production data. Therefore, the
de�nition of labor productivity is units produced among labor hours worked.

is another impo
year (or any o

AdCreative Missing.
(double-click to add)

ADVERTISEMENT
Machine productivity has an important variable because it 
re�ects the amount of downtime by machine or line and 
prompts evaluation and/or analysis of emergency or preventive 
(and predictive) maintenance activity. It also provides a basis 
for handling manufacturers’ warranty, claim and performance 
situations. Again, this year versus last year comparisons of 
machine productivity are not recommended. In many 
operations, remember that machine conditions are more 
volatile than labor and might affect erroneous assessments of 
productivity.  

The productivity approach used for labor and machinery in 
production is applicable to other areas in the beverage arena: 
vending, vehicle loading, staging and more. Remember, 
productivity is a trend mechanism ― it tracks positive and 
negative improvements in any operation and affects the 
bottom line. BI
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Supplier's Marketplace

KHS Innopack Kisters Carton Nature Packer
The KHS Group released its Innopack Kisters Carton 
Nature Packer (CNP). Among the bene�ts are its ability to 
process can toppers made of cardboard at a rate as fast as 
108,000 cans an hour. With the help of its recently 
developed CNP machine, the turnkey supplier is 
establishing an environmentally friendly alternative to 
plastic in the secondary packaging market. Based on 
proven technology, the modular design gives customers 
greater �exibility with a packaging system that is 
customizable, the company says. Additionally, operators 
can switch to different cardboard materials or alter the 
pack size, among other options. The company is noticing 
that packaging variants are being established as 
alternatives to single-use plastic, especially in the beer and 
carbonated soft drink segments, it says. In partnership with 
Smur�t Kappa, one of the biggest manufacturers of 
cardboard worldwide, KHS offers cardboard can toppers in 
two styles: a closed (TopClip) and open (GreenClip) 
version. The future-proof packaging system is sustainable, 
consumer friendly and gentle on resources. The cardboard 
packer also can be used for standard and sleek can 
formats with can sizes of between 250 and 580 ml. The 
alternative to classic plastic �lm or plastic rings also 
manages various sizes of multipacks containing four, six or 
eight containers. Another point-of-sale bene�t is that 
adhesive is not used during processing; the pack is kept 
stable by the punched and folded cardboard topper. As an 
added option, the CNP machine also can be equipped with 
a camera-controlled orientation module to enable cans to 
be precisely positioned within the pack. This gives 
beverage producers and retailers a number of clear 
bene�ts from a product marketing perspective. For 
instance, the cardboard topper heightens the product’s 
presence at the point of sale and provides extra space for 
advertising messages, the company says.

KHS Group
Juchostraße 20, 44143 Dortmund, Germany; +011/49-231-569-0; 
www.khs.com.

Sidel StarLITE HPC Base
The Sidel Group introduced its StarLITE HPC base solution, 
which is designed to increase the stability of �at PET and 
rPET containers by up to 25%. The new, oval bottle base 
alternative for �at PET containers helps achieve optimum 
performance and also can comply with recycled PET (rPET) 
up to 100%, the company says. The new bottle base not 
only increases container stability by as much as 25%, but 
also optimizes bottle weight and energy consumption, 
reducing production costs and greenhouse gas emissions 
with a quick payback. The anti-rocking, asymmetric design 
is based on a 360-degree continuous contact surface to 
improve tilt angle, and can be combined with structural ribs 
and oval push-up. “The doubled sitting surface and the 
balanced stretching ratios between small and large sides 
enable better material distribution, while avoiding base 
sagging,” explains Laurent Naveau, a packaging expert at 
Sidel. The oval shape provides an optimum performance 
level, drastically improving empty or �lled container 
stability by as much as 25% and increases production 
uptime due to better container stability on conveyors, it 
adds. The more sustainable and cost-effective base 
solution is applicable for opaque and transparent PET 
resins. The following are other bene�ts of the solution: 
improves material distribution; prevents unexpected base 
roll-out; contributes to lightweighting opportunities; and 
improves base cooling during blow molding. The StarLITE 
HPC is compatible with all generations of Sidel blow 
molding machines: SBO EvoBLOW, SBO Universal, SBO 
Series2 and SBO Series1.

Sidel Group
5600 Sun Court, Norcross, Ga., 30092; 678/221-3087; www.sidel.com.

FlexMove Helical Plain Bend Conveyor 
For applications that require conveyor �exibility with a 
smaller footprint to save �oor space, Dorner unveiled its 
FlexMove Helical Plain Bend Conveyor. The FlexMove 
conveyor provides customers with unlimited 
con�gurations, including �at to �at; �at to incline; incline to 
�at; and incline to incline. These con�gurations, which also 
include inclines and declines through corners and straights, 
provide �exibility for applications involving product 
buffering especially in corners, the company says. The 
conveyors are out�tted with a patented side roller chain to 
reduce corner friction. With a load capacity of 300 pounds 
and a maximum speed of 180 feet a minute, the FlexMove 
Conveyors are available in bearing chain and non-bearing 
chain models with corner angles of 45-, 90-, 135-, 180-, 
225-, 270- and 360-degrees. Additionally, the friction chain 
is recommended for incline and decline angles of 7 to 12 
degrees, while the plain chain model is capable of 
incline/declines angles of up to seven degrees.

Dorner
975 Cottonwood Ave., P.O. Box 20, Hartland, Wis. 53029; 
info@dorner.com; 800/397-8664; www.dornerconveyors.com.

ADVERTISEMENT

Dynatrol CL‐10GH Liquid Level Detector
The Dynatrol Division of Automation Products Inc. unveiled 
its newest liquid level detector: Dynatrol CL-10GH. 
Designed for lasting performance in beverage processing, 
the Dyntarol CL-10GH is used for high-, mid- or low-level 
point detection in the beverage industry, the company 
says. Applications can include fructose, corn syrup or sugar 
liquor. The new detector is designed for more stability 
because it utilizes the Dynatrol EC-501A(G) control unit to 
eliminate the variances of direct input power. The detector 
requires no �eld adjustments and is easy to install in 
almost any position in a vessel or pipe. It provides rugged 
construction with a sensitive transmission of vibration 
energy. If needed, corrosion-resistant coatings are 
available. The explosion-proof CL-10GH has a pressure 
rating of 3,000 psig at 100 degrees Fahrenheit with high 
temperature construction of 300 degrees Fahrenheit 
available. The new model is available with a 4-24mA DC 
proportional output and has no �oats, diaphragms, packing 
glands or moving parts.

Automation Products Inc.
Dynatrol Division, 3030 Maxroy St., Houston, Texas 77008; 800/231-
2062; www.dynatrolusa.com.

Baldwin FlexoCleanerBrush, FlexoDry2
At the ConneXion virtual expo June 1-8, Baldwin 
Technology Co. Inc. showcased key innovative 
technologies for optimized corrugated high-graphics 
package printing. During the event, visitors got a �rsthand 
look at fully automated Flexo plate-cleaning systems, an 
energy-e�cient IR (infrared) drying solution and LED-UV 
curing systems, all of which increase print quality and 
productivity, with operator safety and sustainability in 
mind. The FlexoCleanerBrush is the company’s �agship 
solution to enhance print quality and improve worker safety 
in corrugated printing. It automatically removes dust and 
contamination from the plate in seconds during production, 
without stopping the press, and it produces virtually no 
waste, it says. The FlexoDry2 is a fully integrated IR drying 
system, speci�cally developed for corrugated Flexo 
printing presses, that reduces energy consumption by as 
much as 30% over standard IR dryers through the use of 
patented Diamond IR lamps. The system provides 
enhanced color de�nition, reducing or eliminating marking 
altogether, allowing for high-speed and full-con�dence 
printing. Lastly, the company highlighted its next-
generation LED-UV technology for wide-format Flexo 
corrugated box printing. It provides a 50% reduction in 
power consumption in an ultra-compact lamp head that �ts 
at the end of the press or between printing units. Flexo 
inks, coatings and varnishes speci�cally formulated to cure 
when exposed to LED-UV light can provide a high-value 
decorative solution for brand owners, offering offset-like 
quality and vibrant color, as well as full-gloss, spot and 
matte coating effects on a wide range of corrugated 
stocks, with the added ability to enhance lower-cost 
papers. 

Baldwin Technology Co. Inc.
8040 Forsyth Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63105; 314/863-6640; 
www.baldwintech.com.

In its 2020 Annual Report, Imola, Italy-based SACMI reported sales of more than $1.3 billion and a stable net equity of $832 million. Throughout 
the year, the group was committed to ensuring workplace safety and continuity of production and assistance. Investment in product innovation 
and a new in-company “digital culture” continued. The number of employees remained steady at almost 4,600 and the company retained its 
technological leadership, it says. SACMI President Paolo Mongardi said: “In this incredibly hard year, SACMI demonstrated just how prepared it is 
to face such challenges. The �rst step was to safeguard the health of every worker, making it possible to ensure continuity of both production 
and assistance in Italy and worldwide. We achieved thanks to the responsibility, passion and skill of all our people and handled via an immediate 
nurturing, at every level, of a new digital culture.”

The Association for Advancing Automation (A3), Ann Arbor, Mich., announced that its Autonomous Mobile Robots & Logistics Conference will 
take place in-person Oct. 12-14 in Memphis, Tenn. FedEx has been named the o�cial Title Sponsor and will provide select conference attendees 
with a behind-the-scenes look at some of its Memphis-area innovation and operations facilities. The conference and tradeshow will focus on the 
surging interest in mobile robotics, distribution, material handling and eCommerce technologies. Registration is now open. For information on 
speaking, exhibiting, sponsoring or attending, contact A3 at events@automate.org or call 734/929-3268.

 

INX International Ink Co., Schaumburg, Ill., reports that Great Lakes Brewing Co. took �rst place in INX’s 
second annual Colored by INX Can Design Contest. The Cleveland-based microbrewery and brewpub 
garnered 35% of the votes with their Crushworthy Lo-Cal Citrus Wheat entry. Great Lakes won with 264 
votes, 80 more than runner-up Jacki O’s Brewery, Athens, Ohio. Other �nalists were Brewery Ommegang, 
Cooperstown, N.Y., Duvernois Creative Spirits, Montreal, Quebec, and Wis-Pak, Watertown, Wis. Contest 
entries were created by designers who used the INX Metal Color Catalog and required the use of at least two 
colors from the INX Color Perfection library. 

A new survey by GlobalTranx, a provider of logistic technologies for shipping companies, and Edelman, a data and communications �rm, �nds 
that most U.S. supply chain organizations are optimistic about their business performance in 2021, with 91% believing last year’s problems are 
behind them. The survey, published in April 2021, involved more than 200 supply chain leaders and managers contacted in March who have 
more than 500 employees. The survey found that seven in 10 respondents think the COVID-19 vaccine rollout will stimulate business; 94% think 
there will be a robust economic recovery in 2021, again due to the vaccine rollout; and 60% think the recently passed stimulus package will have 
a long-term positive impact on the economy, supply chain operations and business revenue.

Woodridge, Ill.-based Hendrickson launched a Dealer Sales Academy as a complement to its already popular Hendrickson Service Academy in 
the company’s continuing effort to expand its “Innovation Built In” philosophy while remaining customer focused. The new Sales Academy is 
comprised of videos, assessments and related resources to help dealer salespeople understand the features, bene�ts and speci�cations of 
Hendrickson products so their customers can make the optimum ride solution choice. The Hendrickson Sales Academy now is available online at 
www.sales-academy.hendrickson-intl.com.

ABB’s NEMA motor division announced it is investing $1 million in a Peak Innovation Center in Fort Smith, Ark. The investment will be dedicated 
to the acquisition of state-of-the-art equipment for the Advanced Manufacturing program and its Automation/Robotics, Electronics Technology 
and Computer Integrated Machining pathways program. The Peak Innovation Center is a regional partnership between Fort Smith Public Schools 
and the University of Arkansas – Fort Smith. It will open in August, and will be available to approximately 43,000 total students from 22 regional 
school districts.
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Last
the

Drop
By Sarah Graybill | Associate Editor

On-premise wine-pairing events return
On May 20, Marc Mondavi, co-proprietor of Charles Krug Estate, spoke to patrons on the patio of Hyatt Lodge’s 
Water’s Edge Restaurant in Oakbrook, Ill. The well-attended event marked the reopening for events at the hotel, a 
growing trend in the on-premise industry as the world slowly reopens to re-establishment of its usual leisure and 
entertainment in the food and beverage space. 

The event featured a �ve-course dinner of dishes curated by Executive Chef Joshua Karther, paired with �ve wines from the 
Charles Krug lineup. Tickets were $89-$109 a person plus tax, available via the hotel’s website or on OpenTable. 

The tasting menu included a 2018 Sauvignon Blanc paired with Bristol Bay scallop and compressed watermelon; a 2018 Pinot 
Noir paired with maple leaf duck breast; a 2017 Family Reserve Generations paired with blackberry short rib; Cabernet 
Sauvignon-Howell Mountain paired with LHA Reserve �let mignon; and was capped off with a huckleberry tart dessert.

“The �avors of each wine have inspired the individual dishes that guests will enjoy throughout the evening,” Chef Karther said. 
“We have taken careful consideration of these notes so that the wines complement each dish perfectly, and enhance the overall 
dining experience.”  

Mondavi says that, interestingly, during the pandemic, the brand saw an uptick in interest from collectors with disposable income 
who weren’t able to spend money on lavish vacations or pricey dinners, and instead invested money in high-end wine. 

“This is where our library releases — limited-edition three-packs of our Vintage Selection Cabernet Sauvignon that we have been 
offering for the past four years — have been especially appealing,” he says. “We also added an import wine (French Blue) to the 
C. Mondavi & Family portfolio for the �rst time in our history last year, which has helped us target a segment of the market that 
we previously weren’t able to capture with domestic-only wines.”

Along with a variety of upcoming wine releases, including the 2020 Sauvignon Blanc, Mondavi says as wine country reopens, 
Charles Krug is hosting a litany of events at the property.

“As a leader and innovator in Napa Valley hospitality, we’ve actively been building upon our offerings by expanding the depth and 
breadth of our events,” he says. “We want to continue to be the cultural hub of Napa Valley, especially within St. Helena, and the 
lineup of events/culinary offerings we have on site this year is certainly helping us achieve that.”

As more venues in the food, beverage and hospitality industries reopen to patrons once again for live events, a resurgence of in-
person tastings likely will accompany the virtual tastings that gained a following during the highly precautious phases of the 
pandemic, for which both businesses and patrons are sure to be excited about. 

Pictured are the event’s starter 
appetizers, the 2018 Sauvignon Blanc 
paired with Bristol Bay scallop on a 
cracker with onion and avocado, and 
compressed watermelon salad. 
(Photo courtesy of Sarah Graybill)

Co-proprietor of the Charles Krug 
Estates, Marc Mondavi, meeting with 
Beverage Industry Associate Editor 
Sarah Graybill following the event.  
(Photo courtesy of Sarah Graybill)

Pictured is the scenic waterfront view 
from the event’s patio starting 
location at the Hyatt Lodge, 
Oakbrook, Ill. (Photo courtesy of 
Sarah Graybill)

A server makes rounds delivering the 
appetizers to patrons to be paired 
with the 2018 Sauvignon Blanc. 
(Photo courtesy of Sarah Graybill)

Holy Kombucha announced its national partnership with Hope 
Squad to bring attention and �nancial support to the school-
based peer-to-peer suicide prevention program. Hope Squad’s 
mission is to break mental health-related stigmas and reduce 
youth suicide through education, training and peer intervention. 
Theresa Pham and Leo Bienati, who started their kombucha 
business in 2011, had their world was turned upside down when 
Pharm’s son died by suicide, after which the pair and company 
took some time off to grieve. With time and faith, the couple 
transformed their pain to a renewed purpose ― to advocate for 
mental health awareness and teen suicide prevention through 
this new partnership with Holy Squad. Their redemption journey 
is rede�ning the company’s mission to deliver delicious 
beverages with a meaningful purpose, it says.

  HOPE FOR YOUTH

Talking Rain Beverage Co., makers of Sparkling Ice, promoted its Purposeful Prizing Rewards Program through which consumers 

had the chance to give back to four charities as they redeem rewards points. Taking place from April and through June 30, 

consumers were prompted to register and upload their receipts to the Sparkling Ice Rewards site where they used their earned 

points to have Talking Rain donate to one of four nonpro�t organizations: Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF), 

Together We Rise, Terrapass and Homes For Our Troops. The rewards points were then converted to dollars and contributed to 

children and families on behalf of the nonpro�ts, the company said in a statement.

    SPARKLINGICEC

Competing for good
Bacardi reworked its postponed 2020 BACARDÍ Legacy Global 
Final, a competition for a $5,000 grant, into a virtual �nal, which 
took place in June. The grant funded each competitor’s time to 
devise and develop a project or enterprise that supports the 
industry’s recovery, following the immense impact that the 
pandemic has had across the bartending world. The El Coco 
bartender grants, named after the iconic palm tree planted 
outside the �rst Bacardi distillery in Cuba that has come to 
symbolize strength and resilience, will be directly paid to each of 
the 2020 global �nalists upon receipt of their project idea in order 
to “seed” their initiative and support its future growth. The 
competitors also were invited to bring their original “Legacy” 
cocktail to the world and compete for the global title in a virtual 
competition that was live streamed. The winner was announced 
June 30.

To kick off summer, Gold Peak Real Brewed Tea is celebrating the fun 
of un�ltered family moments with its TV commercials, “Front Yard 
Family.” The commercial spotlights these front yard moments like a 
surprise attack by mom with the water hose or running out of the 
house in a robe to get the morning newspaper. The tag line “Stay 
Gold,” acts as a rallying call for all families to stay true to what makes 
their family “uniquely them” and a promise that Gold Peak will stay 
true to its real brewed roots, the brand says. The commercial release 
also aligns with Gold Peak’s new visual identity, which began rolling 
out in May. The new visual identity highlights the golden hue of the 
liquid, while emphasizing the natural �avors with tea leaves and an 
organic color palette. A fully reimagined wordmark with subtle leaf-like 
serifs and a new messaging hierarchy reinforces Gold Peak’s 
commitment to real brewed tea and healthier ingredients, like cane 
sugar, it adds.

A golden campaign, identity

For those who have ever wondered who Mike of Mike’s Hard Lemonade Co. is, the company recently 
launched a “History of Mike’s” campaign featuring cinematic ads that explore the backstory of who 
Mike might have been as well as his quest to �nd the perfect lemons to create the hard lemonade. The
campaign, created by WorkInProgress, allows consumers to follow Mike on his quest to �nd the perfect lemons, including 
trekking through the jungle to �nd the rarest lemon tree in the world or robbing a train carrying lemons to create this 
revolutionary beverage. “We think these ads will spark the curiosity our fans already have about the origin of the brand and 
who the original ‘Mike’ is,” said Matt Talbot, chief creative o�cer at WorkInProgress, in a statement. “We hope people make
up their own origin stories while enjoying a Mike’s Hard Lemonade with friends.” John Shea, chief marketing o�cer of Mike’s
Hard Lemonade, said consumers remain curious about Mike and who he might be. “These spots will keep consumers 
guessing as these origin stories show our obsession with making the best-tasting, No. 1 hard lemonade for more than two
decades,” he says.

The history of

MIKE
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